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Preface
Patients and societies depend on physicians and other health-care professionals regarding health
and disease. Physicians and other health-care professionals depend on results of clinical
research described in guidelines, systematic reviews, overviews, and study reports on
randomised clinical trials, and observational studies. Authors of guidelines depend on systematic
reviews, and reports on randomised clinical trials, and observational studies. Authors of
systematic reviews and overviews depend on randomised clinical trials and observational studies.
Randomised clinical trials have a central role in the assessment of the benefits and harms of
health-care interventions, but observational studies must also be used to assess the harms of
health-care interventions. Accordingly, clinical research results from randomised clinical trials and
observational studies should be free of error and open for scrutiny. The only way to secure that
randomised clinical trials and observational studies are correctly analysed and reported is to allow
access to the individual participant data being used in the study. Moreover, such individual patient
data also allow the performance of meta-analyses which provide more statistical power and allow
for assessment of intervention effects in subgroups of patients, e.g., according to age, sex,
according to disease severity, etc.

Many stakeholders in clinical research have been requesting increased transparency regarding
clinical research data for decades. In spite of this, evolution of transparency has been slow. Since
the year 2000, more and more clinical researchers, medical journal editors, pharmaceutical and
medical devices companies, national and regional governments, charitable foundations, and
regulatory agencies have emphasised the need for improved transparency regarding clinical
research data.
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As part of the Nordic Trial Alliance’s (NTA) initiative to increase Nordic collaboration and
competitiveness in clinical trials, as outlined by the Nordic Council of Ministers and NordForsk,
NTA’s Working Group 6 on Transparency and Registration was formed in 2013 (see Appendix 1
on p. 108). The present report represents work conducted by the NTA Working Group 6 from
January 2014 to March 2015. In this report, we describe transparency and registration of clinical
research data; map and develop ‘best practices’ for public, prospective registration and public
reporting of clinical trials of all interventions; and map and develop ‘best practices’ for public
upload of depersonalised individual participant data after the publication of reports of a clinical
trials. Our recommendations represent our attempts to balance the interests of the public; the
patients; the trial participants; the regulatory authorities; and the pharmaceutical, medical devices,
and biotechnology industries. By making the Nordic region a leading force in transparency and
trial registration, we will consolidate and expand the trustworthiness of clinical research conducted
in the Nordic countries. Hereby, we can increase Nordic collaboration and competitiveness in
clinical trials in a global context.

We surmise that we have been able to formulate some clear recommendations. However, we are
not able to change the applicable legislation or the practices of the stakeholders. Here we need
the concerted efforts of academic investigators and their institutions and organisations; politicians;
and public officers as well as civil servants. All these bodies need to formulate clear laws,
regulations, and guidelines so that the public and patients can achieve the transparency that they
deserve. Such laws and regulations must specify that lack of transparency and trial registration is
a serious offense and that attempts to re-identify depersonalised (or anonymised) individual
participant data are a breach of law, with severe consequences for those responsible. If such
legislation is harmoniously adopted by the Nordic countries, and such legislation is followed by
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clinical researchers and investigators form all backgrounds, the Nordic countries could take the
global lead in being the place to conduct trustworthy clinical trials.

Our NTA Working Group on Transparency and Registration consists of representatives from all
Nordic countries with different professional backgrounds and experiences. As chair, I thank them
all for their hard work and constructive participation in the process of formulating this report. I also
warmly thank the academic secretaries, Maria Skoog and Jenna Maria Saarimäki, The
Copenhagen Trial Unit, who worked hard with drafting and amending the report according to our
suggestions. I also thank Managing Editor Dimitrinka Nikolova, The Cochrane Hepato-Biliary
Group, for copy editing.

Christian Gluud, M.D., Dr. Med. Sci.
Chair, Nordic Trial Alliance Working Group on Transparency and Registration
March, 2015

Niels Bohr, Open letter to the United Nations, Copenhagen, June 9th, 1950:
“I turn to the United Nations with these considerations in the hope that they may
contribute to the search for a realistic approach to the grave and urgent problems
confronting humanity. The arguments presented suggest that every initiative from
any side towards the removal of obstacles for free mutual information and
intercourse would be of the greatest importance in breaking the present deadlock
and encouraging others to take steps in the same direction. The efforts of all
supporters of international co-operation, individuals as well as nations, will be
needed to create in all countries an opinion to voice, with ever increasing clarity
and strength, the demand for an open world.”
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Abbreviations
Anonymisation

A process rendering data in a form which does not identify the individuals and
where identification through combination with other data is not likely to take
place, i.e., the origin is not identifiable.

Anonymised data

Anonymised data are data from which personally identifiable fields have been
removed. These fields include, but are not limited to name, personal ID
number, address, telephone number, etc. For anonymised data, there are no
legal means by which one can re-identify the data, i.e., there is no key kept by,
e.g., a national data archive or other ways to connect such data with an
identifiable subject.
According to The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) Technical
Specification from 2008 “anonymisation” is defined as a “process that removes
the association between the identifying data set and the data subject”.
According to the European Parliament Resolution, Recital 23, anonymised data
are not covered by the data protection of the regulation: “The principles of data
protection should apply to any information concerning an identified or
identifiable natural person. To determine whether a person is identifiable,
account should be taken of all the means reasonably likely to be used either by
the controller or by any other person to identify or single out the individual
directly or indirectly. To ascertain whether means are reasonably likely to be
used to identify the individual, account should be taken of all objective factors,
such as the costs of and the amount of time required for identification, taking
into consideration both available technology at the time of the processing and
technological development. The principles of data protection should therefore
not apply to anonymous data, which is information that does not relate to an
identified or identifiable natural person. This Regulation does therefore not
concern the processing of such anonymous data, including for statistical and
research purposes.”
Please also see anonymised individual participant data and depersonalised
individual participant data.

Anonymised
individual participant
data

Anonymised individual participant data are individual records from which
personally identifiable fields have been removed. These fields include, but are
not limited to name, personal ID number, address, telephone number etc.
According to The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) Technical
Specification from 2008 “anonymisation” is defined as a “process that removes
the association between the identifying data set and the data subject”. For
anonymised individual participant data there are no legal means by which one
can re-identify the data, e.g., via a key kept securely by, e.g., a national data
archive.
Please also see depersonalised individual participant data.

BMJ

British Medical Journal.

ClinicalTrials.gov

A registry and results database of publicly and privately supported clinical
studies of human participants conducted around the world.
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CONSORT

Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials.

CRIStin

Current Research Information System In Norway.

CRF

Clinical Research Form/ Case Report Form.

CRO

Clinical Research Organisation.

CSR

Clinical Study Report.

Data

Outcomes and information such as demographics, clinical variables, and
responses recorded or collected within a clinical research project, as necessary
to document and support research findings, i.e., the data on which summary
statistics and tables are based. Usually this definition does not include
laboratory notebooks, preliminary analyses, communications with colleagues,
or physical objects, such as x-ray images or laboratory specimens.

DG

Directorate General.

DMP

Data Management Plan.

Depersonalised data

Depersonalised data are data from which personally identifiable fields have
been removed. These fields include but are not limited to name, personal ID
number, address, telephone number, etc. Such data look like anonymised data,
but should it be required to link the data with the person from whom the data
originated, this would be possible via a key kept securely by, e.g., a national
data archive.
Please also see anonymised individual participant data as well as
depersonalised individual participant data; deidentifiable individual participant
data; and pseudonymous individual participant data. In this report,
depersonalised data, deidentifiable data, and pseudonymous data mean the
same.

Depersonalised
individual participant
data

Depersonalised individual participant data are individual records from which
personally identifiable fields have been removed. These fields include but are
not limited to name, personal ID number, address, telephone number, etc.
Such data look like anonymised individual participant data, but should it be
required to link the data with the person from whom the data originated, this
would be possible via a key kept securely by, e.g., a national data archive.
Please also see anonymised individual participant data as well as deidentifiable individual participant data and pseudonymous individual participant
data.

Deidentifiable data

Deidentifiable data are data from which personally identifiable fields have been
removed. These fields include but are not limited to name, personal ID number,
address, telephone number, etc. Such data look like anonymised data, but
should it be required to link the data with the person from whom the data
originated, this would be possible via a key kept securely by, e.g., a national
data archive.
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Please also see anonymised individual participant data as well as
depersonalised individual participant data and pseudonymous individual
participant data. In this report, depersonalised data, deidentifiable data, and
pseudonymous data mean the same.
Deidentifiable
individual participant
data

Deidentifiable individual participant data are individual records from which
personally identifiable fields have been removed. These fields include but are
not limited to name, personal ID number, address, telephone number, etc.
Such data look like anonymised individual participant data, but should it be
required to link the data with the person from whom the data originated, this
would be possible via a key kept securely by, e.g., a national data archive.
Please also see anonymised individual participant data as well as
depersonalised individual participant data and pseudonymous individual
participant data.

DOI

Digital object identifier.

DIPD

Depersonalised individual participant data.

DHMA

Danish Health and Medicines Authority.

ECRIN

European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network.

End of study

Last data collection point/visit for the last participant or at a later point in time as
defined in the trial protocol.

EUDAMED

European Databank on Medical Devices.

EU-CTR

EU Clinical Trials Register.

EudraCT

European Union Drug Regulating Authorities Clinical Trials.

FDA

Food and Drug Administration, USA.

FDAAA 801

Section 801 of the US Food and Drug Amendment Act of 2007.

FDAAA 2007

The US Food and Drug Amendment Act of 2007.

EFPIA

European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations.

ICH-GCP

International Conference on Harmonisation ― Good Clinical Practice
Guidelines.

ICF

Informed Consent Form.

ICMJE

International Committee of Medical Journal Editors.

ID

Identity or Identifier.

IOM

Institute of Medicine, USA.
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IPD

Individual participant data.

ISRCTN

The International Standard Randomised Controlled Trial Number Register.

MRC

Medical Research Council, UK.

Metadata

Data about data, e.g., explanations of units, rows, and columns.

MPA

Medical Products Agency.

NCT

Clinicaltrials.gov registry number for a clinical trial.

NIH

National Institutes of Health, USA.

OECD

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

Pharmacovigilance
(PV)

The science and activities relating to the detection, assessment, understanding
and prevention of adverse effects or any other drug-related problem.

Personal data

Data which relate to an individual who can be identified from those data. Such
data may be used to identify that person directly or indirectly through
association with other data or information.

PLoS

Public Library of Science.

Protocol

Protocol defines the objective(s), design, methodology, statistical
considerations, and the organisation of a clinical trial.

Pseudonymised data

Pseudonymous data are data from which personally identifiable fields have
been removed. These fields include but are not limited to name, personal ID
number, address, telephone number, etc. Such data look like anonymised data,
but should it be required to link the data with the person from whom the data
originated, this would be possible via a key kept securely by, e.g., a national
data archive.
According to the European Parliament Resolution, Article 4, 2a,
pseudonymised data mean personal data that cannot be attributed to a specific
data subject without the use of additional information, as long as such
additional information is kept separately and subject to technical and
organisational measures to ensure non-attribution.
Please also see anonymised individual participant data as well as
depersonalised individual participant data. In this report, depersonalised data,
deidentifiable data, and pseudonymous data mean the same.

Pseudonymous
individual participant
data

Pseudonymous individual participant data are individual records from which
personally identifiable fields have been removed or depersonalised. These
fields include but are not limited to name, personal ID number, address,
telephone number, etc. Such data look like anonymised individual participant
data, but should it be required to link the data with the person from whom the
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data originated, this would be possible via a key kept securely by, e.g., a
national data archive.
Please also see anonymised individual participant data as well as
depersonalised individual participant data and deidentifiable individual
participant data.
PRS

Protocol Registration System.

PURE

Capital Region of Denmark’s research registration system.

REC

Research Ethics Committee.

Register of clinical
trials

A clinical trials register is the formal record of an internationally agreed
minimum amount of information about a clinical trial. This record is usually
stored in and managed using a database.

Registry of clinical
trials

A clinical trials registry is the entity that houses the register, and is responsible
for ensuring the completeness and accuracy of the information it contains, and
that the registered information is used to inform healthcare decision-making. A
clinical trials registry is more than its database.

Registration

Registration of a trial prior enrolling participants to a publicly accessible clinical
trials register.

Reporting

A scientific process addressing the efficacy and safety of an intervention and
giving details about the design, methods and results of a clinical trial.

SND

Swedish National Data Service.

Raw data

Is a term for data collected from a source. Raw data has not been subjected to
processing or any other manipulation, and are also referred to as primary data.

Source data

All information in original records and certified copies of original records of
clinical findings, observations, or other activities in a clinical trial necessary for
the reconstruction and evaluation of the trial.

Transparency

A process with openness and communication, so that it is easy for others to
understand and see what has been done as well as what was intended. All
information in the EU clinical trials database submitted in the clinical trial
application and during the assessment procedure shall be in principle publicly
accessible unless the confidentiality of the information can be justified on the
basis of any of the below listed grounds:
o
o
o
o

Trial

Protection of commercially confidential information;
Protection of personal data;
Protection of confidential communication between the Member
States in relation to the preparation of the assessment report;
Ensuring effective supervision of the conduct of clinical trial by
Member States.

Any investigation in relation to humans with the objective of ascertaining the
safety and/or efficacy of an intervention; and which fulfils any of the following
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WHO

conditions: (a) the assignment of the participant to a particular therapeutic
strategy is decided in advance and does not fall within normal clinical practice;
(b) the decision to prescribe the intervention is taken together with the decision
to include the participant in the clinical study; or (c) diagnostic or monitoring
procedures in addition to normal clinical practice are applied to the participant.
World Health Organisation.

WMA

World Medical Association.
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1. Executive summary
With this report we want to raise awareness of inadequate clinical trial registration and the
consequences thereof. We also want to describe the present attitudes and working practices
towards clinical research registration and transparency in the Nordic countries and to suggest
ways to improve the situation. We also want to identify possibilities to minimise requests for
multiple registration and reporting, and to work for an increase in the quality of the registered
information and data. By establishing understanding on why registration and transparent
reporting, both retrospective and prospective, are required, we hope to be able to lay the
foundation for Nordic registration and reporting of clinical research of the highest international
standard. Our ambition is to make clinical research conducted in the Nordic region the most
trusted clinical research in the world. When patients and their relatives start asking: ‘Are any of
the positive trials conducted in the Nordic countries? What is the difference in treatment results
between trials conducted in the Nordic countries and in other parts of the world?’, investments
from all over the world can be expected.

Transparency of clinical research should become a global must as it will benefit both patients
and health-care providers. We review some of the recent positive developments enhancing
and promoting transparency regarding clinical research such as The Cochrane Collaboration’s
support for prospective registration of clinical trials in 2004, the World Health Organisation’s
(WHO) guidelines on trial registration, The US Food and Drug Administration Amendment Act
of 2007 (FDAAA), the AllTrials campaign in 2013, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) report in 2014
for responsible sharing of clinical trial data, the BioMedBridges recommendations, and the new
European Union (EU) Regulation (No 536/2014) on clinical trials on medicinal products for
human use.
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Furthermore, we describe current national information from the Nordic research community
(web searches, personal communications, and our own experiences) on procedures and
norms for registration and transparency, to better get an understanding of how this is executed
today. We also requested comments on and attitudes towards registration and transparency
from different stakeholders: patient organisations, investigators, and representatives of the
pharmaceutical, biotechnology and medical devices industries. Generally, there is a positive
attitude towards registration and transparency regarding clinical research.

Both the pharmaceutical and medical devices industries and academic researchers and
institutions will need to prepare themselves to meet the new developments of and demands for
improved transparency of clinical research and the movement towards data sharing. This
entails a large responsibility, which shall not be posted on a single responsible person, unit, or
country, but it shall rather be a joint effort from the clinical research community.

Registration serves to build knowledge and availability of ongoing research, to prevent
selective reporting and publication bias, and to prevent unnecessary duplication of research.
We recommend:


registration of all clinical trials irrespective of type of intervention, phase, or disease or
condition before inclusion of the first participant, including the full protocol, in one of
the primary registries approved by the WHO or in the ClinicalTrials.gov registry.



expansion of the current WHO-defined 20 items of registration to include a monitoring
plan, a statistical analysis plan, a data management plan, safety reporting procedures,
and conflicts of interest.
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making trial registration a condition for ethical approval.



creation of harmonised legislation in the Nordic countries requiring the posting of a
summary of the study results at the site of registration. The legislation should be
developed in close collaboration with all stakeholders.



better compliance with study reporting practices according to the CONSORT statement.



making full clinical trials reports and the analysed data sets supporting the results
available at the same time.



public upload of depersonalised (or in exceptional cases anonymised) individual
participant data (i.e., the analysed data set as well as essential source or raw data)
after publication of the full report of the trial.



setting up a Nordic transparency council to become a central, trusted public party for
keeping the identification key for depersonalised data sets as well as to grant waivers
to the general requirement to upload trial results within 12 months as well as the
requirement to upload depersonalised individual participant data.



introduction of harmonised legislation in the Nordic countries in collaboration or as
individual nations to govern the suggested steps of trial registration and increased
transparency for both investigator-initiated and industry-initiated clinical research.



legal definition of attempts to re-identify depersonalised or anonymised data as an
unlawfull act.
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2. Background

Clinical trials are investigations designed to assess the benefits and harms of healthcare
interventions. Decisions about healthcare should be based on systematic reviews of all
available, relevant evidence in order to be as accurate and valid as possible. Failure to register
and report all clinical trials and their results – especially neutral results or harmful effects –
means that all relevant evidence is not available.1 Further impacting the availability of evidence
is the lack of registration and reporting of trials conducted prior to the norm of registration that
stems from 2004 and the lack of compliance with registering after 2004. Consequently,
decisions about healthcare may be based on incomplete, wrong, or biased information. To be
able to summarise the evidence on the effectiveness and safety of healthcare interventions,
we need to know what trials were launched, how they were conducted, and what their findings
were.2;3

Inadequate registration of trial protocols, results, and data are feeding the publication bias;
results often suffer from selective reporting, in that positive results are more likely to be
published more often and more easily while neutral or negative findings are suppressed.1;3;4
The growing competition within academic environments increases the pressure to produce
publishable results, and this pressure results in bias in what gets reported.5 Thus, when
evaluating the evidence, publication bias and other types of bias make interventions look better
than they are.6-8
As stated by Lemmens and Telfer in the American Journal of Law & Medicine, “A meaningful
realisation of the right to health is only possible if healthcare decisions, both at the individual
and at the systems level, are built on well-governed and publicly accountable health information
systems.”9
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Systematic reviews of intervention trials summarise the results from randomised clinical
trials.10 Meta-analysis is the main statistical method used in systematic reviews to analyse
pooled results of trials.11;12 Some claim that results of systematic reviews should only be
considered observational evidence and hence only hypothesis-generating, and should
primarily serve the purpose of designing future randomised clinical trials.13-16 Other
researchers consider systematic reviews with meta-analysis the highest level of evidence to
assess the effects of healthcare interventions.10-12 Studies have, during recent years, clearly
shown that results of systematic reviews with meta-analyses of trials are more reliable than
the results of a single large trial.17-22 IntHout and colleagues quantified the error rates for
evaluations based on single, conventionally powered trials (80% or 90% power) compared to
evaluations based on the random-effects meta-analysis of a series of smaller trials.21 When a
treatment was assumed to have no effect and heterogeneity was present, the error rates for a
single trial were increased more than 10-fold above the nominal rate, even for low
heterogeneity. Conversely, the error rates for meta-analyses on a series of trials with less
power were correct.21 When selective publication was present, the error rates were always
increased, but they still tended to be higher for a single trial than for a series of trials.21 It also
appears intuitively evident that inclusion of all available data from all randomised clinical trials
ever conducted shall be treated as a higher level of evidence compared to the data from only
a single trial.10;23-25 Systematic reviews with meta-analyses cannot be conducted with the
same scientific cogency as randomised clinical trials with pre-defined high-quality
methodology, addressing an a priori and quantitatively hypothesised intervention effect.25;26
Systematic review authors will often know some of the randomised clinical trials before they
have prepared their protocol for the systematic review, and hence, the review methodology
could be partly data driven.26 Understanding the inherent methodological limitations of
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systematic reviews would certainly lead to minimisation of these methodological limitations
and optimisation of the review methodology.26

The WHO states: “The registration of all interventional trials is considered to be a scientific,
ethical and moral responsibility”.27 Supported by the World Medical Association’s statement of
principles for medical research involving human participants, the Declaration of Helsinki, in its
latest 2013 revision, states that every investigator running a clinical trial should register the trial
and report its results.2 Even though trial registration has been a requirement ― as a
prerequisite for publishing the results in a scientific journal ― from the International Committee
of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) since 2005,28 still, 10 years later, substantially more than
one third of all trials conducted have not reported study results after 6 years.29-32 Nor do most
trials subject to mandatory reporting according to FDAAA regulations report their results within
a year of completion.33 The EU has now made it mandatory to report summary data on all
clinical drug trials conducted in the community into a public database, including main efficacy
and safety results,34 but not individual participant data. In addition, another summary report
understandable to laypersons must be published. It must include the following elements: 1.
Clinical trial identification (including title of the trial, protocol number, EU trial number and other
identifiers); 2. Name and contact details of the sponsor; 3. General information about the
clinical trial (including where and when the trial was conducted, the main objectives of the trial
and an explanation of the reasons for conducting it); 4. Population of subjects (including
information on the number of subjects included in the trial in the Member State concerned, in
the Union and in third countries; age group breakdown and gender breakdown; inclusion and
exclusion criteria); 5. Investigational medicinal products used; 6. Description of adverse
reactions and their frequency; 7. Overall results of the clinical trial; 8. Comments on the
outcome of the clinical trial; 9. Indication if follow-up clinical trials are foreseen; 10. Indication
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where additional information could be found.34 It is currently expected that the full
implementation of the reporting requirements of the Regulation will start in 2016 or 2017, six
months after the new European Clinical Trials database becomes operational.

There are several recent positive examples of international initiatives enhancing and promoting
transparency regarding clinical research.

The Ottawa Group consists of more than 100 individuals and organisations worldwide who
have signed the Ottawa Statement,35 first accessible in the autumn of 2005, a consensus
document aiming at the implementation of global trial registration. The Ottawa Statement Part
1 demonstrates internationally recognised fundamental principles for trial registration, Part 2
proposes the implementation of the protocol registration, and Part 3 outlines the principles on
results reporting. Overall the statement highlights that the public availability of information
about all clinical trials is necessary in order to ensure ethical and scientific integrity in medical
research.

From the Ottawa Group stems the IMPACT (IMProving Access to Clinical Trial data)
initiative.36 It aims to define methodologies and develop standards for public disclosure of data
of clinical trials, and thus, contribute to the implementation of the Ottawa Statement that calls
for public disclosure of participant level data.

The Cochrane Collaboration, formed in 1993, is a not-for-profit organisation working as a
global independent network of health-care practitioners, researchers, patient advocates, and
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others from over 120 countries.37 It recognises the importance of trial registration and battles
with the challenge of making evidence generated through medical research useful for people
making decisions about healthcare. The Cochrane Collaboration conducts systematic reviews
of randomised clinical trials of health-care interventions and publishes them online in The
Cochrane Library. Its mission is to provide accessible, credible information to support informed
decision-making.

The U.K. Medical Research Council´s (MRC) policy on research data sharing, published in
November 2011,38 builds on the principles developed by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)39 and applies to all MRC-funded research. Valuable data
arising from MRC-funded research are to be made available to the scientific community in a
timely and responsible manner with as few restrictions as possible. The purpose is to maximise
the value of the data for research and for eventual patient and public benefit. This policy and
guidance were drafted specifically for the population health sciences and population and
patient cohorts, but the requirements also readily apply to clinical trials.

The policy specifies the responsibility of the study director or unit director to meet the data
sharing requirements for his/her studies. Also links to technical guidance for data managers on
how to manage data and on available data standards. The policy details, among other issues,
that: i) Data-sharing agreements shall be in place before data can be shared. Such agreements
must prohibit any attempt to identify study participants from the released data or otherwise
breach confidentiality and make unapproved contact with study participants; ii) Data
preparation and transfer is the Director’s or Principal Investigator’s responsibility. They shall
ensure that measures are in place to protect the confidentiality of study participants and the
security of data sets when they are shared with, or analysed on behalf of, new users, and that
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practices comply with legal and regulatory requirements, MRC policies and relevant best
practice; iii) Studies must document data transfers and ensure that the data and accompanying
documentation (metadata) are prepared to the agreed standards.

The U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH) Data Sharing Policy and Implementation
Guidance is online and was last updated on March 5, 2003.40 In NIH's view, all data should be
considered for data sharing. Data should be made as widely and freely available as possible
while safeguarding the privacy of participants, and protecting confidential and proprietary data.
To facilitate data sharing, investigators submitting a research application requesting $500,000
or more of direct costs in any single year to the NIH on or after October 1, 2003 are expected
to include a plan for sharing final research data for research purposes, or state why data
sharing is not possible. The policy specifies that the value of data often depends on their
timeliness, thus data sharing should occur in a timely fashion. Furthermore, the initial
investigators may benefit from first and continuing use of data but not from prolonged exclusive
use. The NIH expects the timely release and sharing of data to be no later than the acceptance
for publication of the main findings from the final dataset. The NIH recognizes that it takes time
and money to prepare data for sharing. Thus, applicants can request funds for data sharing
and archiving in their grant application.

The policy details: i) Researchers who seek access to individual level data are typically required
to enter into a data-sharing agreement; ii) The procedures adopted to share data while
protecting privacy should be individually tailored to the specific dataset; iii) Investigators may
use different methods to reduce the risk of subject identification. One possible approach is to
withhold some part of the data. Another approach is to statistically alter the data in ways that
will not compromise secondary analyses but will protect the identities of individual participants.
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Alternatively, an investigator may restrict access to the data at a controlled site, sometimes
referred to as a data enclave. Some investigators may employ hybrid methods, such as
releasing a highly redacted dataset for general use but providing access to more sensitive data
with stricter controls through a data enclave; iv) Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR)
applicants are also to address data sharing in their applications, but under the Small Business
Act, SBIR grantees may withhold their data for 4 years after the end of the award.

The Public Library of Science (PLoS) journals have revised their data-sharing policy in order
to increase access to the research data: “Authors must make all data available, without
restriction, immediately upon publication of the article.” After the 3rd of March, 2014 all authors
submitting to a PLoS journal are asked to provide a statement describing where and how the
dataset, i.e., the underlying findings, can be accessed. This Data Availability Statement should
be provided on the first page of the published article.

The AllTrials campaign was launched in January 2013 and calls for all past and present
clinical trials to be registered and their results reported.41 The initiative comes from the Bad
Science website, the British Medical Journal, Centre for Evidence-based Medicine, The
Cochrane Collaboration, The James Lind Initiative, PLoS, and the Sense About Science
charitable trust, and is being led in the U.S. by Dartmouth College’s Geisel School of Medicine
and the Dartmouth Institute for Health Policy & Clinical Practice. The current global focus of the
AllTrials campaign stresses that all clinical trials, interventional and non-interventional, must
be registered and reported, and that this will involve regulators and registries, clinical trial
funders, universities and institutes, professional and learned societies and medical journals,
patients and researchers, and stipulates thoughts about what needs to be done to achieve
these goals.
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The European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations (EFPIA) and
the Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America (PhRMA) as well as the
Biotechnology Industry Organization (BIO) have released documents signalling their
support for sharing clinical trial data.42;43

In the U.S., the companies Medtronic and Johnson & Johnson partnered with Yale University
Open Data Access (YODA). Medtronic agreed to release all clinical trial data on one of their
products widely used in spine surgery, rBMP2, for reanalysis.44 Johnson & Johnson transferred
authority to YODA for making decisions on data requests for all Janssen pharmaceutical
trials.45

Other moves of the pharmaceutical industry towards greater transparency encompass
ClinicalStudyDataRequest.com. This site is a multisponsor web system for requesting
clinical trial data, launched in January 2014 by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK). Thus far, GSK,
Astellas, Bayer, Boehringer Ingelheim, Eli Lilly, Novartis, Roche, Sanofi, Takeda, UCB, and
ViiV Healthcare have agreed to release data through the website. According to the 2015
Institute of Medicine (IOM) report entitled ‘Sharing Clinical Trial Data – Maximizing Benefits,
Minimizing Risks’ 46 “the web request system is based on GSK’s Clinical Study Requests, which
provides de-identified individual participant data from trials on medicines that had received
regulatory approval (in any country) or whose development had been terminated. As with the
earlier system, ClinicalStudyDataRequest.com requires investigators to submit a research
proposal to an independent review panel before access to the requested data is granted. A
review panel (1) assesses whether the research proposal has a valid “scientific rationale and
relevance to medical science or patient care” and (2) considers the requesters’ qualifications
(e.g., statistical expertise) and potential conflicts of interest.47 Once the review panel has
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accepted a data request and investigators have signed a data sharing agreement, access to
individual participant data, analysable data sets, and supporting or metadata documents —
including the study protocol, statistical analysis plan, clinical study report, blank annotated case
record form, and data specifications — is granted through a password-protected secure
Internet connection. Data are not downloadable. Finally, investigators who analyse shared data
are required to post their analysis plan publicly, and after the study is completed, to post
summary results and seek publication in a peer-reviewed journal.48

Recently, the Institute of Medicine (IOM), the health arm of the U.S. National Academy of
Sciences, assembled a committee with interdisciplinary expertise and a wide range of
backgrounds, the Committee on Strategies for Responsible Sharing of Clinical Trial Data.49
The IOM wanted to investigate how data from clinical trials might best be shared, and they
published a report as a framework for discussion. In the report, they state that “the data sharing
movement has gained substantial momentum during the last decade, in both the clinical trial
and larger scientific communities.” Moreover, “a cultural change has occurred in which the
conversation around data sharing has moved from whether it should happen to how it can be
carried out”.

In the 2015 IOM report entitled ‘Sharing Clinical Trial Data – Maximizing Benefits, Minimizing
Risks’,46 the committee behind the report analyses how key stakeholders (including
participants, sponsors, regulators, investigators, research institutions, journals, and
professional societies) assess the benefits, risks, and challenges of data sharing, and
concludes that all stakeholders have roles and responsibilities in responsible sharing of clinical
trial data. The report presents four major recommendations designed to maximise the benefits
and minimise the risks associated with data sharing:
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“Recommendation 1: Stakeholders in clinical trials should foster a culture in which data
sharing is the expected norm and should commit to responsible strategies aimed at
maximizing the benefits, minimizing the risks, and overcoming the challenges of sharing
clinical trial data for all parties.



Recommendation 2: Sponsors and investigators should share the various types of
clinical trial data no later than the times specified in this report (e.g., the full analysable
data set with metadata no later than 18 months after study completion — with specified
exceptions for trials intended to support a regulatory application — and the analytic data
set supporting publication results no later than 6 months after publication).



Recommendation 3: Holders of clinical trial data should mitigate the risks and enhance
the benefits of sharing sensitive clinical trial data by implementing operational strategies
that include employing data use agreements, designating an independent review panel,
including members of the lay public in governance, and making access to clinical trial
data transparent.



Recommendation 4: The sponsors of this study should take the lead, together with or
via a trusted impartial organization(s), to convene a multistakeholder body with global
reach and broad representation to address, in an ongoing process, the key
infrastructure, technological, sustainability, and workforce challenges associated with
the sharing of clinical trial data.”
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The 2015 IOM report goes on to define what type of data one should share and when one
should share these data.46

Regarding what to share, the Institute of Medicine report draws the following conclusions:


For most trials sharing raw data would be overly burdensome and impractical; on a
case-by-case basis, however, it would be beneficial to share raw data in response to
reasonable requests.



The risks of sharing individual participant data are significant and need to be mitigated
in most cases through appropriate controls. In certain circumstances, the risks or
burdens may be so great that sharing is not feasible or requires enhanced privacy
protections.



Sharing the analysable data set would benefit science and public health by allowing
reanalysis, meta-analysis, and scientific discovery through hypothesis generation.



The clinical trial protocol, statistical analysis plan, amendments, and other metadata
(see Box) need to be shared along with the analysable data set so that secondary
investigators can plan and carry out analyses rigorously and efficiently.



It is beneficial to share the analytic data set and appropriate metadata supporting
published results.



Sharing the complete clinical study report (CSR) will benefit science and public health
by allowing a better understanding of regulatory decisions and facilitating use of the
analysable data set.



CSRs may contain sensitive information, including participant identifiers and
commercially confidential information. The risks of sharing CSRs are significant and
may need to be mitigated in most cases through appropriate controls.
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Sponsors and principal investigators will decide, on a case-by-case basis, whether they
will share data from clinical trials initiated before the recommendations in this report are
implemented. They are strongly urged to do so for major and significant clinical trials
whose findings influence decisions about clinical care.

Box on metadata in clinical trials mainly according to the Institute of Medicine report46



Data sharing plan.



Clinical trial registration number and data set (available through World Health Organization
[WHO] registries).



Full trial protocol (e.g., all outcomes, study structure), including first version, all amendments,
and final version.



Manual of operations describing how a trial is conducted (e.g., assay method) and standard
operating procedures, including names of parties involved, specifically
- names of persons on the clinical trial team, trial sponsor team, data management
team, and data analysis team; and
- names of members of the steering committee, Clinical Events Committee (CEC,
which adjudicates outcomes), and Data and Safety Monitoring Board (DSMB) or Data
Monitoring Committee (DMC), as well as committee charters.



Details of study execution (e.g., participant flow, deviations from protocol).



Case report templates describing what measurements will be made and at what time points
during the trial, as defined in the protocol.



Informed consent templates describing what participants agreed to, what hypotheses were
included, and for what additional purposes participants’ data may be used.



Full statistical analysis plan (SAP), which includes all amendments and all documentation for
additional work processes (including codes, software, and audit of the statistical workflow).



Analytic code describing the clinical and statistical choices made during the clinical trial.
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Any raw data of central importance to interpretation of the clinical trial results (e.g., a phase
II randomised clinical trial in stroke patients uses magnetic resonance imagining (MRI) of the
brain for the assessment of the primary or secondary outcome. Then depersonalised MRIs
should be uploaded).



Software program used to make the analysable data sets.



Detailed instructions on how to download and use the data set.

Regarding when to share, the IOM report draws the following conclusions:


Once a clinical trial has been completed, a moratorium before the trial data are shared
is generally appropriate to allow the trialists who have planned the trial and generated
the data to complete their analyses.



It is reasonable to expect clinical trial data that will not be part of a regulatory application
to be available for sharing no later than 18 months after study completion.



It is beneficial to allow a ‘quiet period’ while a product or indication is undergoing
development for a regulatory application during which the full analyzable data set and
metadata need not be shared unless the data are published.



If a product will continue to be developed by the sponsor or if it is transitioned or licensed to a new sponsor that is pursuing development and approval, it is appropriate
to share the post-regulatory data package 30 days after regulatory approval of the
product or 18 months after study completion, whichever occurs latest.



If a sponsor will not be seeking regulatory approval of the new indication for a marketed
product for which a trial was intended to be part of a regulatory submission, it is
appropriate to share the post-regulatory data package 18 months after the decision has
been made definitively to abandon the indication.



Investigators can help uphold public trust in clinical trials and adhere to current best
practices and legal standards by explaining to trial participants what data will be shared
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with them and with other interested parties and when as part of the informed consent
process; and as appropriate, making individual participants’ own data collected during
the course of a trial available to them following study completion and data analysis.

Case examples: timeline for sharing clinical trial data, copied from the Institute of Medicine
report46

Case 1. Trial not for regulatory application
University X conducts a comparative effectiveness trial that is not intended for regulatory approval.
The trial starts January 1, 2015, and includes secondary outcomes that are 5 years out, with study
completion anticipated January 1, 2020. On July 1, 2018, University X publishes a paper on early
outcomes. It should then release the post-publication data package by December 1, 2018. The
remainder of the data that constitute the full data package should be released by July 1, 2021.

Case 2. Regulatory application—approval
Sponsor Y runs a trial on a drug intended for regulatory approval. The trial is completed on July 1,
2014. Because this is a regulatory trial, the post-regulatory data package should be released 18
months after study completion (December 31, 2015) or 30 days after approval, whichever is later, if
the product is approved, or 18 months after product abandonment if the product is abandoned.
Sponsor Y publishes an article on the primary outcome of the trial on February 1, 2015. As
recommended by the committee, the investigators should then release the post-publication data
package no later than August 1, 2015 (6 months after publication). The product is approved on March
1, 2016. The remainder of the data that constitute the postregulatory data package should be released
by April 1, 2016.

Case 3. Regulatory application—abandonment
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Sponsor Z runs a trial on a drug intended for regulatory approval. The trial is completed on July 1,
2014. Because this is a regulatory trial, the post-regulatory data package should be released 18
months after study completion (December 31, 2015) or 30 days after approval, whichever is later, if
the product is approved, or 18 months after product abandonment if the product is abandoned.
Although results of the initial phase 2 trial ending on July 1, 2014, are encouraging, final analyses of
the phase 3 trials reveal new safety issues, and the product is abandoned on August 31, 2017.
Sponsor Z publishes an article on December 1, 2017. Sponsor Z should then release the postpublication data package before June 1, 2018. The remainder of the data that constitute the postregulatory data package should be released by February 28, 2019.

The main leap of transparency could be considered to constitute the publishing of clinical trial
data and the sharing of depersonalised participant-level data.50 Some pharmaceutical
companies like Johnson & Johnson, GSK, Eli Lilly, Boehringer Ingelheim, and Bristol-Myers
Squibb have already announced to release different amounts of clinical trial data.51 These
initiatives are very welcomed by the authors of this report. However, we question whether these
initiatives are sufficient to fully re-establish the trust in the results of clinical trials. First, the
companies still play a major role as custodians of the data. Second, there are as a general rule
a number of requirements one has to fulfil before one can get access to the data. We find that
representatives of the public would be more appropriate in both the roles, both as custodians
of the data and as gate keepers.
The AllTrials campaign is putting more pressure on companies and academic trialists to commit
to clinical trial transparency. The British Medical Journal (BMJ) has announced that “from
January 2013, trials of drugs and medical devices will be considered for publication only if the
authors commit to making the relevant anonymised participant level data available on
reasonable request”.52 Also many other journals have adopted this policy. The Cochrane
Collaboration is a partner of the AllTrials campaign and supports the free access to all data
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from all clinical trials.53 The need for data sharing has also been recognised by a variety of
international organisations, research funders, and other bodies, including the OECD, WHO,
U.S. NIH, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the Hewlett Foundation, the U.S. Congress,
the European Commission, the European Ombudsman, medical journal editors, the U.K. MRC,
the Wellcome Trust, and BioMedBridges.54

The BioMedBridges, constituting of the EU biomedical sciences research infrastructures,
have published a position paper on data management and sharing wherein they are supporting
the notion that public funders should encourage Open Access to data from their funded
research. Also they recognise the importance of having appropriate safekeeping mechanisms
in place to secure access under certain conditions for sensitive data or data restricted by
intellectual property protection.55

Worldwide there is a big momentum in the field of transparency. The Nordic countries need to
come up with a unified and active voice in order to be able to influence future data sharing
policies and to protect their interests as a strong research region within Europe as well as gain
from the profits of transparency worldwide.

Currently, there are actions on securing open access to research results within the Nordic
countries. Research institutions are to an increasing extent providing regional and national
research registries for ongoing and conducted research, but the aim is not to be a trial registry
but to give access to the institutions’ research results, mainly in the format of scientific
publications. Open access policies are being drafted, considered, and implemented. The
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current policies mostly concern the publication of results, and discussions regarding open
access to participant-level research data are still in their infancy.

Furthermore, the Nordic countries are now facing an opportunity to unify or harmonise their
practices and take benefit of each other’s already functioning solutions while implementing the
new EU Regulation on clinical research on pharmaceuticals (No. 536/2014) and the upcoming
reform of EU’s data protection legislation; the technological progress, such as social networks
and cloud computing, and globalisation have profoundly changed the way trial data are
collected, accessed and used. In addition, the 27 EU Member States have implemented the
1995 data protection rules (Directive 95/46/EC) differently, resulting in divergences in
enforcement. A single EU law on data protection will abolish the current fragmentation and
costly administrative burdens. A draft of the EU Regulation on data protection is currently under
discussion.
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3. Introduction to transparency
The AllTrials cooperation defines four levels of information in clinical trial registration and
reporting:56
(1) Registration: knowledge that a trial is ongoing or has been conducted.
(2) Summary of results: a brief summary of the trial results.
(3) Full report: full details of the trial methods and results.
(4) Data: depersonalised or anonymised individual participant data from the trial.

Knowledge that a trial is ongoing or has been conducted
This is the initial registration of a trial that is to be undertaken prior to enrolling participants and
in a publicly accessible clinical trial registration site. For this purpose, there are several
worldwide registries that are acknowledged by the ICMJE or the WHO as to be sufficient in
terms of registered information, according to the WHO 20-items registration data set (see Table
1). It is stated that it is critical that the registries be independent of for-profit interests.57
Retrospective registration of already conducted trials is also vital, or else information and
results and data from past trials will be lost for the global community.

The most commonly used register used within the Nordics is www.ClinicalTrials.gov.
ClinicalTrials.gov allows registration of both interventional and non-interventional studies, and
for clinical trials of medicinal products, the EU Clinical Trials Register has been an option since
2011.
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The AllTrials campaign stipulates that trials that for whatever reason have not been
prospectively registered shall be retrospectively registered. This is particularly important for a
trial that evaluates the benefits and harms of interventions that still are in use within our
healthcare systems.
Table 1. WHO 20-items Trial Registration Data Set58
1. Primary registry and trial identifying number
2. Date of registration in primary registry
3. Secondary identifying numbers
4. Source(s) of monetary or material support
5. Primary sponsor
6. Secondary sponsor(s)
7. Contact for public queries
8. Contact for scientific queries
9. Public title
10. Scientific title
11. Countries of recruitment
12. Health condition(s) or problem(s) studied
13. Intervention(s)
14. Key inclusion and exclusion criteria
15. Study type
16. Date of first enrollment
17. Target sample size
18. Recruitment status
19. Primary outcome(s)
20. Key secondary outcomes

Reporting a brief summary of the trial results
All trial results need to be reported to the regulatory authorities within a year after completion
of the trial. Generally, these summary reports of outcomes are not publicly available. Most trial
results are made publicly available at the summary level through publication in a peer-reviewed
international journal. Due to hard publication competition and selective bias mechanisms of
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authors, and in particular for trials with negative or inconclusive results, many trials do not get
published in international journals.1 An alternative here is to report on a summary level through
publicly accessible clinical trial registration sites, where the trial was registered. Since there is
no peer review of this information, other quality assurance systems should be in place.

Reporting of full details about the trial methods and results
Full reports compile the methods, the statistical analysis plan, the results of all predefined
outcomes including adverse events, and the trial conclusions. These reports usually follow
ICH-GCP guidelines59 and are produced for regulatory and medical industry licensing
purposes. Equivalent publications, usually complying with the 20 items of the CONSORT
statement,60 can be found in peer-reviewed international journals. These reports or publications
of clinical trial results shall be made publicly available as soon as possible after completion of
the trial. Personal information of any kind regarding trial participants shall not be included in
the publicly available reports, for example any narrative descriptions of adverse events should
only be obtainable to researchers upon request, and even then privacy must be respected.

Individual participant data from the trial
All participant-level data collected in a trial are seldom reported, and thus, the data remain
unavailable to outside researchers and the public. This could be data in fully analysable data
sets, data from a clinical study report (CSRs), but also the individual participant data in a
depersonalised or in exceptional cases in an anonymised form (see Table 2 for types and
description of data).
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During 2012, the UK Information Commissioner’s office published in 2012 a code of practice
for anonymisation: managing data protection risk that is stipulating how to address the issue of
anonymisation also including

examples and case studies.61 Depersonalisation or

anonymisation processes are not to be taken lightly because they may often be shown to be
incomplete or unsuccessful. The Information Commissioner’s office view is that where an
organisation collects personal data through a re-identification process without the individuals’
knowledge or consent, it will be obtaining personal data unlawfully.61 Sharing of depersonalised
individual participant data is to be considered vital for independent reanalysis of trial results
and for meta-analysis in systematic reviews. Such depersonalised individual participant data
may furthermore serve to answer questions beyond the original trial hypotheses and inspire
additional research to develop new preventive methods, diagnostic tools, and therapies. The
BioMedBridges, constituting the EU’s biomedical sciences research infrastructures, have
published a position paper on data management and sharing wherein they recommend that
proposals for publicly funded research should have a data management plan describing
specific resources and activities concerning deposition of data in long-term archives.55
Anonymised data may have limited value in the long run, if linking to health registries or direct
contact to trial participants later becomes of urgent interest, and the preference should
therefore be depersonalised or deidentified or pseudonymised data, where a trusted public
party can be the governor of the key for identification. Such urgent interests could, e.g., arise
if late serious adverse events seem to occur in connection with an intervention.62 In such
situations, access to individual personal data can determine which interventions should be
allowed to stay on the market and which products need to be urgently removed.
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Table 2. Description of types of data.
Raw data

Such data may or may not be valuable in
public databases. In case source data or
raw data are central to the interpretation of
the results of a clinical trial, then such data
ought to be uploaded.

Analysed data

Such data or data sets ought always to be
uploaded.

Personalised data

Must never be uploaded to protect the
confidentiality of trial participants.

Depersonalised individual participant data

Depersonalised individual participant data
are individual records from which
personally identifiable fields have been
removed. These fields include but are not
limited to name, personal ID number,
address, telephone number, etc. Such
data look like anonymised individual
participant data, but should it be required
to link the data with the person from
whom the data originated, this would be
possible via a key kept securely by, e.g., a
national data archive.

Deidentified individual participant data

Same as depersonalised
participant data.

individual

Pseudonymised individual participant data

Same as depersonalised
participant data.

individual

Anonymised individual participant data

Should only be uploaded in exceptional
cases where the risk of identification is
substantial.
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4. International policies and regulations impacting the future of
transparency
4.1 The Declaration of Helsinki

The Nüremberg Code from 1947 was the first international collection of research ethics
principles for human experimentation, the “code of trial conduct”.63 The ten points of the Code
comprise principles such as informed consent and absence of coercion, properly formulated
scientific experimentation, and beneficence towards participants.63 But it is the continuous work
and update of the Declaration of Helsinki that sets the current standards for trial conduct.

The Declaration of Helsinki, the Ethical Principles for Medical Research Involving Human
Subjects, was first developed by the WMA in 1964.2 The latest revision (the ninth, since its
inception) stems from the 64th General Assembly, October 2013 and stipulates that

researchers, authors, sponsors, editors, and publishers all alike have ethical obligations with
regard to the publication of the results of research.2 The Declaration request to make results
public and all authors to be accountable for the completeness and accuracy of the reporting.
Furthermore: “Authors should adhere to accepted guidelines for ethical reporting. Negative and
inconclusive as well as positive results should be published or otherwise made publicly
available.....Reports of research not in accordance with the principles of this Declaration should
not be accepted for publication.”

4.2 The Food and Drug Administration Amendments Act of 2007

The Food and Drug Administration Amendments Act of 2007 (FDAAA), Public Law 110-85
(signed by President Bush on September 27, 2007) was designed, in part, to improve
transparency of clinical research.64 It contains a section on clinical trial databases (Title VIII)
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which requires registration of clinical trials meeting the definition of “an applicable clinical trial”,
i.e., an applicable prospective clinical device trial or an applicable prospective controlled clinical
investigation of a drug, other than a phase I clinical investigation. Generally it concerns trials
with pharmaceuticals and medical devices with health outcomes. The applicable clinical trials
must be registered through the ClinicalTrials.gov Protocol Registration System (PRS) and the
information must be submitted no later than 21 days after enrolment of the first participant.65

FDAAA 2007 also requires submission of certain results data. In order to implement registration
of results data, ClinicalTrials.gov launched a clinical trial results database in 2008. The results
must be reported within 12 months of the trial completion date. The primary completion date in
ClinicalTrials.gov is defined as: “the date that the final subject was examined or received an
intervention for the purposes of final collection of data for the primary outcome, whether the
clinical trial concluded according to the prespecified protocol or was terminated in accordance
with the protocol or study termination.” FDAAA 2007 defines the required results as “basic
results” which contain summary information of study participants, study outcomes, and adverse
events. The results are also made publicly available in the ClinicalTrials.gov database.66

The ClinicalTrials.gov requires summary information of the trial results without providing
individual participant data. ‘Participant flow’ describes the flow of participants throughout all
trial stages (the numbers of participants who started, completed the trial, etc.).’Baseline
characteristics’ define the demographics, such as age and sex of the participants, and studyspecific measures. ‘Outcome measures’ and ‘statistical analyses’ include a tabular summary
of outcome measure values. Also all anticipated and unanticipated adverse events must be
included when submitting the results of a study.67
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4.3 The European Clinical Research Infrastructures Network (ECRIN)

ECRIN is integrating clinical research in Europe by connecting and coordinating national
centres and networks. ECRIN’s Scientific Board has the obligation to evaluate all protocols
submitted to ECRIN before operational support and management of the multinational clinical
trials is possible.68 ECRIN requires high methodological quality and its acceptance criteria for
access to services include requirements for clinical trial transparency:69
― “Commitment to register the trial in a public register before inclusion of the first participant,
for example on www.clinicaltrials.gov.”
― “Commitment to publish results irrespective of findings.”
― “Commitment to make raw anonymised datasets available to the scientific community upon
legitimate request to the sponsor or principal investigator once the trial is completed.” 69

4.4 European Medicines Agency

The European Medicines Agency (EMA) assesses safety and efficacy of drugs in Europe.
Access to clinical trial reports is given on request as a part of EMA’s access-to-documents
policy from 2010.70 In October 2014, the Agency adopted a policy on publication and access
to clinical trial data, wherein both on-screen availability (for any user) and downloadable clinical
reports (for identified users) are outlined.71 Furthermore, the Agency states that “the Agency
acknowledges that in limited circumstances the clinical reports could contain commercially
confidential information, and could, therefore, be subject to redaction prior to publication.
Where redaction of commercially confidential information is proposed by the applicant/market
authorisation holder, a consultation with the applicant/market authorisation holder will be
undertaken, following scrutiny by the Agency of the proposed redaction, including the
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justification provided by the applicant/market authorisation holder, as to whether the definition
of commercially confidential information applies”. Currently, there is no access to source data
or raw data, but this topic will be further discussed and subject to public consultation.
The policy will be implemented in two phases:
1. The publication of clinical study data will be restricted to the clinical study reports only.
2. Later on, the Agency will review various aspects of access to individual participant data,
in particular, how to submit such data for the purpose of scientific reviews, how to
provide access to such data and what are the conditions that need to be fulfilled for
accessing the data.
EMA will set the policy into force by a stepwise approach. In January 2015, it became valid for
clinical data contained in marketing authorisation applications submitted under the centralised
procedure, i.e., any new marketing authorisation applications. In June 2015, the policy will also
apply to clinical data contained in extension of indication applications and line extension
applications. For all other post-authorisation procedures, the valid date will be decided later in
2015. Thus, the new policy does not apply to clinical data held by the EMA for applications
submitted before 1 January 2015 nor to clinical data held by the Agency for non-centrally
authorised products. Access to such data can be requested in accordance with the Regulation
(EC) no. 1049/2001 regarding public access to European Parliament, Council and Commission
documents.
Furthermore, the policy will be revised no later than 18 months after it has come into effect in
order to take into account and review the attained experience.
In September 2014, the oversight and responsibility of the EMA was about to be moved from
the Directorate General (DG) Health and Consumers to DG Enterprise and Industry. This
created concerns of conflicts of interest since DG Enterprise and Industry’s mandate is to
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promote business, and this move was seen to possibly put patients’ safety at risk. In November
2014, the new EU Commission was forced by the EU Parliament to let EMA stay in DG Health
and Consumers, but the Commission announced that EMA in the future will be guided by both
DG Health and Consumers and DG Enterprise and Industry. The full consequences of this
move are still unknown.

4.5 Horizon 2020

Horizon 2020 is the EU’s Research and Innovation funding program (2014-2020) for research,
technology, and the environment. The Commission is “leading by example” with its approach
to open access in Horizon 2020 and the pilot program on open access to and re-use of research
data generated in the data pilot (see below).72 The Commission highlights that one way to
enhance economic performance and improve capacity to compete through knowledge is to
provide wide, fair, sustainable, and easy access to publicly funded research. The defined roads
for open access are ‘green open access’ (self-archiving with immediate or delayed open
access) and ‘gold open access’ (publisher is providing immediate open access).

The open research data pilot is an innovation of Horizon 2020 and has been running since
2008.73 It applies to two types of data: “The data that include associated metadata, needed to
validate the results presented in scientific publications as soon as possible” and “other data
that also include associated metadata, as specified and within the deadlines laid down in a
data management plan (DMP).” Projects participating in this pilot are required to deposit their
data, if possible, to a data repository, and allow third parties to access, exploit, and disseminate
the research data. Projects or individuals that are not covered in the scope of this pilot may
participate on a voluntary basis as ‘opt in’ and will receive the same kind of support as the other
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projects. Projects are, however, allowed to ‘opt out’ from the pilot in cases of conflict with
obligations to protect results, confidentiality, or data security and with rules to protect personal
data.

4.6 Regulation on clinical trials on medicinal product for human use

On the 16th of June 2014, the new EU Regulation (Regulation (EU) No 536/2014) on clinical
trials on medicinal product for human use entered into force,34 and will be fully applied no earlier
than 28th May 2016 but at the latest six months after the new information systems (the EU
Portal and the EU Clinical Trials Database) are operational. According to the new Regulation,
the Agency shall set up and maintain in collaboration with the Member States and the
Commission a user-friendly EU portal at the Union level where information about planned and
conducted clinical trials must be registered. The Agency shall also establish a new publicly
accessible EU clinical trials database.74

The new Regulation highlights that the information from clinical study reports of trials should
not be reflected as commercially confidential once a marketing authorisation has been granted,
the procedure for granting the marketing authorisation has been completed or the application
for marketing authorisation has been withdrawn. In addition, the main characteristics of a
clinical trial, the decision on the authorisation of a clinical trial, information on substantial
modifications of a clinical trial, and the clinical trial results including reasons for temporary halt
and early termination, in general, should not be considered confidential.34 The regulation
requires that before the trial has begun, it must be registered in a publicly accessible WHOaccepted register. Detailed summaries of the results must be submitted to the EU portal within
a year after the trial has ended (meaning the last visit of the last subject or at a later point as
defined in the protocol). This is irrespective of the outcome of the study. If this is not possible
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within a year, the protocol shall specify why and when the results are going to be submitted.
The items required in this Summary of Results are listed in Annex IV of the Regulation. 34 Also
to be included is another summary of the results that is understandable to a layperson. This
layperson summary shall contain information on the following: 1. Clinical trial identification
(including title of the trial, protocol number, EU trial number and other identifiers). 2. Name and
contact details of the sponsor. 3. General information about the clinical trial (including where
and when the trial was conducted, the main objectives of the trial, and an explanation of the
reasons for conducting it). 4. Population of subjects (including information on the number of
subjects included in the trial in the Member State concerned, in the Union and in third countries;
age group breakdown and gender breakdown; inclusion and exclusion criteria). 5.
Investigational medicinal products used. 6. Description of adverse reactions and their
frequency. 7. Overall results of the clinical trial. 8. Comments on the outcome of the clinical
trial. 9. Indication whether follow-up clinical trials are foreseen. 10. Indication where additional
information may be found.34 Once a decision on marketing authorization has been granted, the
procedure for marketing authorization has been completed, or the application has been
withdrawn, full clinical study reports must be made publicly available in 30 days after the abovementioned milestones. If the sponsor is not able to fulfil these requirements, penalties will be
imposed for non-compliance.74

All information submitted to the EU portal will be stored in the EU database. The database
shall be publicly available unless confidentiality is needed on any of the following matters:34
― Protecting personal data in accordance with Regulation (EC) No 45/2001.
― Protecting commercially confidential information, in particular through taking into account
the status of the marketing authorization for the medical product, unless there is an overriding
public interest in disclosure.
― Protecting confidential communication between Member States in relation to the
preparation of the assessment report.
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― Ensuring effective supervision of the conduct of a clinical trial by Member States.

4.7 EU Regulation for data protection

The risk that people could lose control over their personal data has been increasing since the
growing globalisation and data flow over the online environment. On 12th March, 2014, the EU
Parliament voted on and approved the principles of the new EU Regulation (Proposal (EU)
2012/0011 (COD)) for data protection which will update the existing legal principles set in
1995.75 To become law, the proposed Regulation has to be adopted by the Council of Ministers
using the ‘ordinary legislative procedure’ (co-decision). This Regulation is expected to be
adopted in 2015 and then have a two-year enforcement period, with an aim to have better
control over people´s (patients’) personal data. In the future, this regulation will also have an
impact on the protection of individual research participant data, consequently affecting the use
of data collected in clinical trials.76

The European Parliament`s committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs (LIBE) has
proposed amendments to the articles 81 and 83 in order to tighten the rules that protect
personal data.77 If accepted, these amendments would prohibit or even make it impossible to
use depersonalised (or deidentified or pseudonymised) data or identifiable personal data
concerning health without specific consent from the participant. Much research involving
health-related personal data would become illegal and unfeasible. The suggested amendments
are aimed at protecting the privacy of research participants, but such protection is better
achieved by strict governance framework by national and/or international laws, such as within
the project approval by an independent ethics committee. Discussions and deliberations on
this topic are still ongoing.
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5. Arguments in favour of and against transparency
5.1 Arguments in favour

i.

Participant safety regarding benefits and harms of interventions
The safety of the trial participants and ethical treatment should have priority above all
other considerations on clinical research.78-80 Potential trial participants need to be
informed about the trial and need to know the results of other relevant ongoing and
completed trials before signing an informed consent. This will only be achieved through
greater transparency of methods, results, and data. The transparency should be
irrespective of trial phase or whether the intervention is approved for marketing or not.
Potential trial participants today seek their own information, and better and more
informative registries are an advantage. Furthermore, the potential participants need to
know the results of relevant systematic reviews of all conducted clinical trials before
they are able to decide on their own participation in a clinical trial. Such systematic
reviews inform best on benefits and harms through meta-analyses of individual
participant data.

Benefits of accessing depersonalised individual participant data in meta-analysis of
randomised clinical trials
Treatment decisions in medicine, whether at the patient or policy level, should consider all
relevant healthcare technologies potentially capable of delivering the benefits being sought.
Such informed decision-making on the use of competing treatments requires evidence of
relative effects from randomised clinical trials included in meta-analyses of systematic
reviews.
The appeal of including individual participant data in a meta-analysis is that the statistical
heterogeneity is likely to be reduced; individual participant data may also allow subgroup
effects to be estimated which in turn could guide more ‘personalised’ treatment decisions.
The use of individual participant data, alone or in combination with aggregate data, has been
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shown to improve inference in meta-analyses where the outcome of interest is binary
(dichotomous) by aiding convergence, and by providing unbiased treatment–covariate
interactions (which would otherwise be affected by ecological bias).81;82 For continuous
outcomes, individual participant data are likely to produce more precise estimates of
treatment effects, even in the absence of treatment–covariate interactions.81;83 Individual
participant data meta-analysis seems an advantageous methodological approach when
subgroup analyses are hypothesized to be clinically relevant. Analysing data of individual
participants makes use of a much richer dataset and has greater statistical power than
conventional meta-analysis.84;85 Furthermore, individual participant data meta-analysis allows
adjustment of covariates that are known to be important. Such analyses will also enable one
to explore clinical, methodological, and statistical heterogeneity more robustly. Individual
participant data meta-analysis is an attractive method to answer a clinical question on
intervention effects, as such analysis consistently has more power to detect interactions
between risk groups.86 Hence, individual participant data meta-analyses should be regarded
as more ethically correct, as they can reduce the need for randomisation of participants in
clinical trials. Moreover, this could also lead to less economical waste in conducting clinical
trials that only answer parts of the many pertinent questions one may have.
Individual participant data give better utilisation of trial data and this helps to demonstrate
whether a treatment is effective or not in a certain population, but also in subgroups of such
a population (e.g., age; sex; disease severity; etc.). Individual participant data can be
structured from the facts like the pre- and post-treatment of the participant, treatment group
indicator, and clinical characteristics such as age and sex of the trial participants. However,
when doing meta-analysis from aggregated trial data, there should also be access to
individual participant data coming from all of the included trials. Statistical analyses should be
carried out on individual participant data from all trials as meta-analyses of individual
participant data coming from a selection of trials is not very useful.87
An example: In a systematic review of vitamin D supplementation for prevention of mortality
in adults conducted by Bjelakovic et al.,88 it was noted that having access to the individual
participant data would have helped to analyse the results gained in this meta-analysis. In the
review process, 159 randomised clinical trials were identified. Mortality was reported in 94
trials and nine trials reported mortality but did not report in which specific treatment group the
mortality occurred. This is the first issue where analysing individual participant data would
have helped to identify the possible effect of vitamin D on mortality. Moreover, the review
authors could not identify the importance of daily doses of vitamin D 3, the influence of sex and
age of the participants, the influence of vitamin D insufficiency, dietary habits, sun exposure,
or influence of the latitude on the globe. All of these different effects of vitamin D in subgroups
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would have been easier to identify in the meta-analysis if the individual participant data from
the included trials could have been accessed.88
The review assessed aggregate data on mortality in randomised clinical trials assessing
vitamin D3 versus placebo or no intervention. Vitamin D3 was tested in 38 trials.88 Overall,
vitamin D3 significantly decreased mortality (RR 0.94 (95% CI 0.91 to 0.98); P = 0.002; I 2 = 0;
75,927 participants; 38 trials). Vitamin D3 had no statistically significant effect on mortality in
the trials that included women only (RR 0.93 (95% CI 0.84 to 1.03); P = 0.16; I2 = 22%; 53,062
participants; 19 trials). Vitamin D3 significantly decreased mortality in the trials including both
men and women (RR 0.94 (95% CI 0.89 to 0.99); P = 0.01; I2 = 0%; 22,865 participants; 19
trials). The difference between the estimate of the effect of vitamin D3 on mortality in the trials
including only women and the trials including both men and women or only men was not
statistically significant by the test of interaction (Chi2 = 0.03; P = 0.87). This leaves us with the
open questions: does vitamin D3 affect mortality in women only?; men only?; or in both sexes?
This is the second issue where analysing individual participant data would have helped to
identify the effect of vitamin D3 on mortality in different patient groups.

ii.

Knowledge sharing
Registration of trials would enable better communication between researchers and
enhance the development of scientific knowledge. Consequently, the volume of
productive research could increase, and redundant trials could be avoided.89
Researchers need all the available evidence on conducted trials regarding methods,
results, and data before initiating further trials in order to prevent unnecessary
methodological errors, duplication, and risk of causing needless harm to participants.
Especially, registration of also phase I trials and publication of the results of all clinical
trials are essential steps to take to decrease much of the current redundancy, waste,
and unnecessary harm.90-94

iii.

Research ethical standards
Increased transparency and better quality of trial protocols and trial registration would
fulfil ethical standards. The Declaration of Helsinki is stating that investigators
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conducting research on humans should, prior to initiation of the trial, register the trial
and afterwards publish the results of the study. Also, a moral contract between
participants and researchers demands transparency regarding clinical research
protocols, results, and data. Participants might put themselves at risk when joining a
trial in order to improve clinical knowledge, and the absence of full disclosure of both
methods and data is disrespectful towards these participants.95 Furthermore, as a
citizen receiving benefits of the healthcare system and demanding better treatments,
one should also share the obligation to support the advancement of health-care
practices by providing data for research and allow for such data to be shared and used
to obtain best possible evidence.

iv.

Ownership
Lack of full disclosure of all trial data represents expropriation of trial participant data.
One major reason for people to participate in clinical trials is to advance scientific
knowledge, and hence, selection through editing of which data to be published or
otherwise reported represents unlawful expropriation. Investigators or industry may
own intellectual property related to interventions and should have the opportunity to
protect such intellectual property through patenting. Hence, industry or investigators
cannot own the results and data from a clinical trial, and they cannot decide when to
report or what to report. Participants, investigators, and industry produce the data and
the results in collaboration, and therefore, co-ownership can therefore only be achieved
through transparent sharing of all data. Access to information about clinical trials, which
is a crucial tool for development of pharmaceuticals and medical devices, ought to be
recognised as a fundamental component of the right to health.9
Example from Karolinska Institutet (KI)96
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Ultimately, KI is responsible for all research conducted at the university and is the legal ‘owner’
of the raw or primary data. ‘Lärarundantaget’ (the teachers’ exception) gives researchers at
Swedish universities and higher education facilities the right to their own results, but not their
own raw data.

v.

Reporting bias
Full transparency would decrease reporting bias. Historically, ‘positive’ clinical trial
results are more likely published and this causes bias in the scientific literature with
overestimation of benefits and underestimation of harms. ‘Negative’ or ‘inconclusive’
trials do not often get published due to both ignorance from journal editors and
researchers’ lack of endurance or own bias. As a result, the published clinical trials
cannot be considered as representative of the total output of clinical research.89;97 This
leads to major waste in clinical research since efforts and information are hidden and
get lost, and this leads to harm for the patients since interventions that might not be as
effective as it seems to be from available evidence end up to be marketed and used.9094

Potential consequences of lack of transparency
In the first phase 1 clinical trial of TGN1412, an anti-CD28 antibody, the results were
disastrous.98 Within 12 to 16 hours after infusion, the healthy volunteers became critically ill,
with pulmonary infiltrates and lung injury, renal failure, and disseminated intravascular
coagulation. According to present EU legislation, this trial does not need to be registered in a
public database, nor are there requirements that the results would need to be reported. Chief
Editor J. Drazen from The New England Journal of Medicine asked “would the data have
become public knowledge if the volunteers had not been admitted to a public hospital?”99

vi.

Healthcare and cost effectiveness
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Transparent registration of trial data would lead to improved pharmacovigilance and to
an improved balance in assessing the true benefits and the true harms of medical
interventions. Secondary analyses and independent verification of original findings are
possible with full transparency of data and results in more trustworthy research, and
consequently more trustworthy medical interventions. Clinical decision-making on
medicines, devices, and all other medical interventions would be able to be improved,
and it would lower the amount of unnecessary drugs and other interventions prescribed
to patients. In turn, it would also make decisions on reimbursement in healthcare more
cost-effective.

Paroxetine example from Chan et al.100
Type of biased dissemination: Selective reporting of four positive post-hoc outcomes and
suppression of four negative protocol-specified outcomes in highly cited published report of
a trial of children with depression. Two trials and two observational extension studies
showing increased harm (e.g., suicidal ideation) and poor efficacy in children were not
reported. Systematic review showed that balance between risk and benefit no longer
favoured the drug when unreported trials were included.
Effects: In 2002, about 900 000 prescriptions (costing $55 million) were dispensed to
children with mood disorders in the USA for a drug with potential harm and poor evidence
of efficacy.

vii.

Utilisation
Full transparency of research methods and the data collected can generate and
stimulate new uses of such data. In that way, data can benefit more research and
generate hypotheses outside its original collection aim. Still a lot of collected data, as
well as unused biological material, are kept by investigators and are never used for
more than the primary aim of collection.
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Example from Denmark
For studies granted funding from The Research Council for Independent Research, there is
an obligation to hand over datasets to the Danish National Archives. Within the archive, there
are 931 studies classified under health, and in the 2013 statistics, 76 studies were handed
out for secondary research purposes. Furthermore, the initiative by the European Federation
of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations (EFPIA) of a gateway for available clinical trial
data (running since January 2014) has been facing an increasing request for trial data
(personal communication Anders Larsen at meeting in Pharma, Denmark).

viii.

Increased public trust in clinical trial data and in sharing such data
Due to a large number of scandals in which major pharmaceutical companies have
been involved,101;102 the trustworthiness of the pharmaceutical industry and those
connected to it is low.

5.2 Arguments against

i.

Participant safety regarding risk of re-identification of depersonalised data
Making depersonalised individual participant data available may give rise to the
possibility of identifying participants. The fear of being recognised might be relevant in
countries with small populations (for example in Iceland) or in trials containing only few
patients (trials with rare diseases or involving orphan drugs).95;103 Such possibilities
must be properly prevented via depersonalisation of data which must be required in
every ethical code of conduct.

Example from Iceland
Extensive discussion on how to protect the identity of research participants has taken place
especially since the initiation of large scale genetic studies around 1995. The development of
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a special method to depersonalize the National Personal Identification Number (PIN) has
been a technical success and no leak has occurred and nobody has been harmed up to date.
This method (software) is authorized by the Data Protection Agency (DPA) and the coding
system is based on two keys, one kept by the DPA and the other by the research company,
Decode Genetics. An intense discussion in now ongoing on the necessity to find, investigate
and advise on treatment and prevention the individuals of the group of 2400 women with
BRAC2, with 13 fold risk of developing breast cancer and 12 year average shortening of life
expectancy; the pressure is mounting on doing just that. It can be done using together those
two keys, and methods are being sought that will combine this necessary task with the rights
of participants to know, the duty of the health-care professional to inform and at the same
time to honour the wishes of those few who do not want to know, with the permission of the
DPA and the Bioethics Committee.

ii.

Knowledge sharing
Transparency regarding trial methods and trial data has raised concerns that ‘your
research idea’, ‘your protocol’, and ‘your data’ are being stolen and mined by others.
All time and efforts spent in collecting study data can falsely give a sense of ‘my data’;
hence, by publishing depersonalised individual participant data one can feel loosing
potential subsequent hypotheses and interesting results from data mining. Moreover, it
can lead to the unintended consequence of discouraging the production of timeconsuming data. Furthermore, there are concerns that it may hamper the chances for
getting trial results published, and this could impair benefits to industry and academia.
This concern seems to be unfounded and is dealt with in depth in Chapter 6.

iii.

Research ethical standards
Current ethical standards only demand sharing of prespecified registered items and
summary results. Full protocol registration prior to initiating the trial might generate
more challenges and burdens for investigators when there is a need for protocol
amendments during a trial. Furthermore, it puts demands on the registries to have
accessible version control. Most registries are moving towards accommodating
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summary results for a registered trial. To accommodate large data sets would require
electronic data space, extensive quality control of data and metadata, control of
depersonalisation or anonymisation, and a legal unit authorised to keep the
identification for future use, and it will need security of future readability via file formats.

iv.

Ownership
Full transparency might put a competitive advantage at risk. By publishing full study
protocols and individual participant data, both industry and academia can face the
possibility of release of commercially sensitive information which could break
intellectual property rights for their interventions.97 Possible loss of market exclusivity
and competitive advantage are concerns.104 By forcing full transparency of study
protocols, we may create a problem with ‘superficial protocols’ used for publication
where valuable information is left out in order to protect valuable knowledge (e.g.,
methods which cannot be patented). The same argument stands for the full
transparency of depersonalised data, where datasets can be edited to leave out
potential harmful information or potentially profitable data to be used for further data
mining.

The competitive advantage should be considered as very important, as it is the driver
behind much of the developments in the past as well as in the future. However, neither
industry nor academia are or should be allowed to take ownership of data which trial
participants have offered in order to advance knowledge.46

v.

Reporting bias
There is an extensive flow of electronic information, and journals are known to publish
also badly performed, badly analysed, and otherwise faulty research.105 Increasing the
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pressure on the journals might not necessarily provide better reported studies or fully
reported studies. The work burden is heavily increased and may lead to poorly
performed and badly reported research.

Potential consequences of transparency
A recent study, investigating the impact of inclusion of industry trial result registries as source
for systematic reviews, showed that as many as 89% (133 of 150) of the reviews did not
include data from trial result registries.106 It was only for 17% (23 of 133) of these trials where
additional data could be found in result registries, and inclusion of these data to the original
systematic reviews did yield changes both to existing results and addition of new results for
0.5 % (6 of 133) of the trials. There were two changes in results from statistically nonsignificant to significant, to the disadvantage of the test drug for both harm and primary
outcome; there was one change from statistically significant to non-significant regarding harm,
to the benefit of the test drug; there were inconsistencies between the data reported in the
trial result registry and that included originally in the systematic review in 7 cases (both
primary outcomes and harm).

vi.

Healthcare and cost effectiveness
Major reasons for people to participate in clinical trials are to advance clinical
knowledge and to improve future healthcare. If the advancement is not perceived to be
for the better, for example less efficacy and more harm is demonstrated, trust in the
healthcare system and/or the research system might be damaged. Secondary analyses
and independent verification of original findings can be confusing in terms of which of
the reports is true or false, or in terms of the conclusion that an intervention neither has
benefits nor harms. Also, badly performed secondary analyses may do more harm than
good, and the far-reaching consequences and resources spent on defending one
against such bad analyses, and the negative media attention it can bring are not to be
neglected. Errors of such a character can paralyse the healthcare industry, and the
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negative consequences ought to be weighed against the consequences of the
impossibility to control whether the primary analyses were badly conducted or
fraudulently reported. In contrast, if badly performed secondary analyses appear, then
full transparency makes it easier and more convincing to rebut such analyses.

Generating data into a format that is sufficient and readable by the public costs money
and is time consuming. However, this can be considered as a small cost compared to
the total price of developing a new intervention. Controlling the production of expensive
research is a necessary part of the clinical research endeavour, and forcing complete
disclosure might increase risks in making industrial R&D economically unstable.95;97;104

vii.

Utilisation of data
Transparency can raise fears of patient-level information being used for purposes a
research participant has not consented to (for example if the data collected from a
clinical trial are used later on for developing another intervention). Making use of the
data would be problematic if the participant’s own ideology or religion does not agree
with the new use. Concerns also include whether valid ‘informed consent’ can be
obtained if the research question is not specified to the participant.

Such concerns are real and should be dealt with during the informed consent process.
According to the 2015 IOM report, the informed consent process provides an
opportunity to obtain the participants’ approval for the planned data sharing and the
potential future data sharing.46
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6. Does publication of trial protocols or trial results in registers
prohibit journal publications?
Fears have been expressed that the demand for more transparency may obstruct the possibility
for later publication of trial results. According to the International Committee of Medical Journal
Editors (ICMJE) (the ’Vancouver Group’) this fear is ungrounded.107

The ICMJE encompasses 14 official members of the ICMJE (representing the following
journals: Annals of Internal Medicine, British Medical Journal, Canadian Medical Association
Journal, Chinese Medical Journal, Ethiopian Journal of Health Sciences, JAMA (Journal of the
American Medical Association), Nederlands Tijdschrift voor Geneeskunde, New England
Journal of Medicine, New Zealand Medical Journal, Revista Medica de Chile, The Lancet,
PLoS (Public Library of Science), Tidsskrift for Den Norske Legeforening, and Ugeskrift for
Laeger). However, several thousands of journals follow the principles developed by the ICMJE.

In a 2014 report, the ICMJE acknowledges that the FDA Amendments Act of 2007 (FDAAA;
U.S. Public Law 110-85, Title VIII) mandates the posting of summary results data for trials,
subject to the requirements of Section 801 of the FDAAA 801 in ClinicalTrials.gov. Thus, the
ICMJE will not consider results data posted in tabular format required by ClinicalTrials.gov as
prior publication.

Furthermore, the ICMJE anticipates that the climate for reporting results of registered trials will
change dramatically over the coming years, and the ICMJE may need to amend its
recommendations as additional agencies institute other mandates related to results reporting.
The ICMJE believes that data sharing has the potential to maximise the contributions of trial
participants for the benefit of society. The ICMJE believes that sharing of clinical trial data is
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an integral part of the scientific endeavour by enabling verification of published trials. The
ICMJE states that:
i.

Authors, their institutions, and funders have an obligation to ensure that data supporting
the submission of a clinical trial for publication is in a form that can be understood and
reanalysed by others.

ii.

Shareable data should include all data that underpin the published results and also data
collected on all adverse events (serious and other, whether anticipated or not) until the
time of the request.

iii.

Sharable data must be in a format that is readable and sufficient to allow reproduction
of the original analysis. It comprises de-identified individual participant data, a data
dictionary that specifies the definition of each variable, including how and when it was
measured, and the statistical plan and code used to analyse the data. Further work is
necessary to begin to define how the quality of shared data is to be maintained (e.g.,
whether data should remain with the primary investigators, a third party, each requestor,
and/or others).

iv.

If journals become aware that data sharing obligations are not being met, journals may
choose to investigate, to publish an expression of concern, or in certain cases to retract
the publication. Additional stakeholders (e.g., granting institutions) should be
encouraged to consider policies aimed at ensuring that data sharing obligation are
being met.

v.

Authors and institutional review boards should ensure that the language of participant
informed consent documents enables that data are de-identified and can be shared.
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Authors must maintain their data in a sharable state and they should commit to sharing
data upon reasonable request. Further work is necessary to plan and establish the
secure, reliable and sustainable mechanism(s) by which sharable data will be made
available upon reasonable request. Further work is necessary to also define what
constitutes a reasonable request according to factors such as the purpose of the
requester, the timing (e.g., a defined period following article publication during which
authors need not share data), and others. Who is to evaluate whether requests are
reasonable also requires clarification.

Some journals are even more progressive. The BMJ does not consider posting of protocols or
results in clinical trial registries to be ‘prior publication’. From January 2013, trials of drugs and
medical devices will be considered for publication in the BMJ only if the authors commit to
making the relevant depersonalised participant level data available upon reasonable request.
‘Relevant data’ encompass all depersonalised data on individual participants on which the
analysis, results, and conclusions reported in the paper are based.
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7. Registries and repositories
None of the available clinical trials registries currently allow for depersonalised or anonymised
individual participant data to be uploaded after study end.108 Some scientific journals allow for
such data files to be submitted and published as supplementary material to a publication in that
journal.109 However, this opportunity can be a disadvantage if the journal ceases to exist, with
no permanent curation of its materials, and these data may be lost for the future. Some of the
big scientific journals support the uploading of depersonalised or anonymised individual
participant data to electronic publicly accessible and sustainable repositories at the time of
publication.109

There are three main electronic publicly accessible and sustainable repositories accepting
submission of depersonalised or anonymised individual participant data coming from research
from all fields.110 A digital object identifier (DOI) is assigned to every submission in order to
make the storage citable and searchable.

Dryad (http://datadryad.org) is governed by a nonprofit membership organisation and hosts
research data underlying scientific and medical publications. Non-data files may also be
submitted to Dryad, provided that the files are integral to the publication and can be released
to a public domain. Submission fees are charged depending on institutional memberships or
the publishing journal, and researchers based in low-income countries have been offered a
waiver for submission fees. Any data format can be submitted, but the material need to be in
English and associated with a publication. 10 GB of material can be submitted within the fee
limit, and larger data packages will incur additional charges. The collected data have been
placed in custody of the public domain and all contents are free to download and reuse. Use
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of downloaded data from Dryad must be cited with both the original article as well as the data
package. The free access is provided due to financial support from members and data
submitters.

Figshare (http://figshare.com) is supported by Digital Science and allows researchers to
publish all of their data in the form of publications and supporting data files. Storage space for
free is unlimited for data that are made publicly available on the Figshare site, and in addition,
users are offered 1 GB of free private storage space. Any file type can be uploaded as well as
file sets (groups of files). Use of downloaded data is free of charge and shall be cited using the
associated DOI. Figshare has launched a partnership with PLoS journals to aid the
visualisation of different types of data across the PLoS journals and will host the supplemental
data for all seven PLoS journals.

ZENODO (https://zenodo.org) is developed and hosted by CERN, the European Organization
for Nuclear Research, and allows publications and supporting data files with data, from all
scientific fields. ZENODO was launched within the EU funded OpenAIRE project and is using
the same cloud infrastructure as the research output from CERN and it is a well-tested
software. Furthermore, ZENODO allows communication with existing online services such as
DropBox and users can also establish communities and share material to the community
members. Storage space for free is unlimited for files up to 2 GB and one may upload several
files; larger single files can be submitted for a fee. ZENODO allows closed access uploads for
data not supported by open access licensing in order to be inclusive. Use of downloaded data
is free of charge and shall be cited using the associated DOI.
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All of these repositories can facilitate the storing of depersonalised or anonymised individual
participant data and meet the criteria for being electronic, publicly accessible, and sustainable
repositories. Our choice is to recommend the medical community to use ZENODO as the
primary data repository for the Nordic countries for the following reasons: it was launched by
the EU-funded OpenAIRE project; it is funded by the EU; and the connection to CERN signals
for considerable knowledge and experience in building and operating large scale digital
repositories. Moreover, it is open to researchers from all over the world. Accordingly, ZENODO
can become EU’s gift to the global medical research community in a similar way as USA gave
us PubMed.
Table 3. Specifications of the Dryad, Figshare and ZENODO data repositories
Dryad

Figshare

ZENODO

Specific research
area

Data underlying the
international
scientific and
medical literature.

All fields of
science.

All fields of science.

Launched

2008

2011

2013

Sponsors

Financial support
from members and
data submitters.

Figshare receives
support from
Digital Science.

Launched by CERN under the
EU FP7 project OpenAIREplus.

Digital object
identifier (DOI)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Submission fees

Started to charge
submission fees in
September 2013

No

No

Registration for an
online account

Yes

Yes

Yes

Access to
contents

Free

Free

Free

Users can upload
files in any format

Yes

Yes

Yes

For very large amounts of data
(terabytes or above) there may
be charges in the future.
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Checking of
uploaded contents

Basic checks on
each submission

N/A

Basic checks on each
submission

Maximum file size

10 GB

Unlimited storage
space for
research

2 GB files and several files can
be uploaded for free – and
larger sizes can be arranged.

Private space

No

1 GB

Allows closed access uploads

Language

All submissions
must be in English

Not specified

For textual items, English is
preferred, but all languages are
accepted.
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8. Status of the Nordic countries
8.1 Current national procedures for public, prospective registration and reporting of
clinical trials of all interventions

In Norway the research institutes/universities/hospitals have local registration policies for their
research.
Sweden reports that commonly there is a recommendation for investigators to examine the
requirements journals have for registration; pharmaceutical studies are registered via the
EudraCT Database, and other studies are recommended to be registered in a WHO approved
database to avoid problems when it is time for publishing. The Declaration of Helsinki is
followed as well as the transparency policies of companies.
In Finland there are no nationally defined common procedures with respect to issues of
transparency and trial registration in biomedical and clinical research. The Finnish Advisory
Board on Research Integrity, in its most recent Guideline, “Responsible conduct of research
and procedures for handling allegations of misconduct in Finland (2012)” states ”The
researcher complies with the standards set for scientific knowledge in planning and conducting
the research, in reporting the research results and in recording the data obtained during the
research.”111
In Denmark, the Danish Code of Conduct for Research Integrity,112 published in November 2014,
states: “All phases of research should be transparent. This requires openness when reporting
conflicts of interests, planning of research, research methods applied, results and conclusions”,
and furthermore that ”research results should be published in an honest, transparent, and
accurate manner.”
Iceland reports that institutions generally have in place surveillance activities that
document/follow published studies. However, currently there is hardly any active surveillance
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for follow-up of publishing practices of those granted permission to perform research projects
by the Data Protection Agency and the Icelandic Ethical Review Board.

8.1.1

Available registries

ClinicalTrials.gov is the most commonly used registry in all Nordic countries, and it is used for
all types of interventions. The Nordic pharmaceutical industry often use ClinicalTrials.gov for
primary trial registration with or without parallel registers on their own websites.

EudraCT (European Union Drug Regulating Authorities Clinical Trials) is the European clinical
trials database for pharmaceutical trials launched in the community from 1st of May 2004 and
registration is mandatory for studies on medicinal products. Information from EudraCT is
searchable through the EU Clinical Trial register (EU-CTR), and as of September 2011, this
registry is one of the World Health Organisation’s (WHO) primary registers. The EU-CTR
register is for interventional medicinal product trials only, and excludes phase I studies.

The International Standard Randomised Controlled Trial Number Register (ISRCTN) is an
option for both observational studies and interventional trials that assess the efficacy of health
interventions in humans. Due to the extra costs, it is not as frequently used as
ClinicalTrials.gov.

The Medical Products Agencies (MPA) register studies on medical devices in their register
EUDAMED. This registry is the European databank for medical devices and its use became
obligatory in May 2011. This secure web-based portal is working as a central repository for
information exchange between the national competent authorities and the Commission in
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accordance with the Medical Device Directives, but the data are not publicly available.
EUDAMED has been created to strengthen the market surveillance and transparency of
medical devices.113

8.1.2

Other public databases available in the Nordic countries

Most Nordic countries have some local or national open archives that entail research activities
and facilitate Open Access publishing; however, none of these are acknowledged by the WHO
as primary registers.

Sweden reports of the Swedish National Data Service (SND) housed by the University of
Gothenburg. The Swedish Research Council has made the SND a national resource for coordination of existing and newly established databases within the social sciences, humanities,
and health sciences. SND offers support to Swedish research by facilitating researchers’
access to data within and outside Sweden as well as offers support for research during the
whole research process. The Swedish research council has a database, VR-Proj, for approved
projects and funding issues encompassing all funded projects by the council.114

In Denmark, public research councils and research funds all advocate a common Open Access
policy; research shall be made public in an accessible archive ‘online repository’, such as the
Capital Region of Denmark’s research registration system PURE, or via a central database for
Open Access journals (e.g., PubMed Central). For access to full articles in PURE, the publisher
must allow parallel publication, either by an Open Access policy, or the researcher applies for
this right with the publisher.
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Within Norway, the national database CRIStin (Current Research Information System In
Norway) is available.115 CRIStin covers research from universities and university colleges as
well as institutions and health trusts, and CRIStin was mandated from the Norwegian Ministry
of Education and Research and the Norwegian Ministry of Health and Care Services.
Furthermore, the Norwegian Department of Health has taken the initiative to collect information
about all ongoing clinical trials in Norway to be published at the web site to be available for
patients.116 The database shall be searchable and also contain necessary contact information.
Working Groups have been established with the aim of having this up and going by spring
2015.

Iceland reports of important registers, kept by the Directorate of Health (Surgeon General).
Various databanks are kept at healthcare institutions, the University Hospital (Data warehouse)
in addition to large research institutions such as Decode Genetics, the Icelandic Heart
Association, and the Icelandic Cancer Society. Most of these are not publicly available.

Finland did not report on other public databases.

8.1.3

What type of research ― interventional and non-interventional ― is registered?

The requirements for trial registration are interpreted or suggested to apply for all human
studies in most countries (such as Sweden, Norway, and Denmark), but in Finland the
requirements only apply to interventional studies.

Sweden reports that non-interventional studies belong to a grey zone whether it is trials,
development projects, student work, etc., and some clinical trial centres do not commonly
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register non-interventional studies. Pharmaceutical companies shall, similar to the
corresponding provisions in clinical trials, publish the information in the summary of the study
report or publication for non-interventional studies. However, the Declaration of Helsinki is
followed, and accordingly, every research study involving human subjects must be registered,
and this is strongly encouraged.

The pharmaceutical industry in Denmark reports that all clinical trials conducted with
participants (phase I-V), whether they are interventional or non-interventional, are registered,
and this commitment exceeds what is required by current law and regulations. Also academia
in Denmark is most often following similar registration practices.

However, common for all Nordic countries is that when an Ethical Review Board determines
that a study does not fall under its jurisdiction, in other words, is a non-interventional study, it
is important to document this, to avoid problems with future publication.

8.1.4

When is registration conducted?

Within all Nordic countries the requirements set by the Declaration of Helsinki and the
International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) for trial registration are generally
followed in order to avoid future problems with publication. Accordingly, trial registration is
taking place before the time of enrolment of the first participant.

In Finland, Sweden, and Denmark, there are no requirements for granting authorisation by
authorities, but researchers and sponsors are supposed to provide a statement referring to
clinical trial registration upon application, as well as how results will become publicly available.
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Iceland reports that trial registration is done with the application to the Bioethics Committee
and the Data Protection Agency when applicable. Researchers are expected to send the
Committee(s) reports and publications at the finish of the trial. Reports from drug trials are
usually from multinational studies and reported as such. This would have to be considered a
summary type of a report. It is a huge task to follow in detail whether all obligations are met,
but reports of mistakes in research conduct are investigated promptly.

8.1.5

What items are registered?

For all studies registered in the ClinicalTrial.gov or the EU clinical trials register, the protocol
items follow the WHO standard 20 items (see Table 1), as a minimum. There are, however,
concerns as to whether these two registries can be considered equal, keeping in mind the level
of information registered.

ClinicalTrials.gov allows entering summary results into a template by the record holder.
Denmark reports that only a minority of the registered studies, in particular the academic ones,
have added summary results into the templates. This situation is similar in the other Nordic
countries.

Also the EU CTR will include summary results in the near future. The final study report can be
uploaded into the registry, and there is a standard for what items need to be reported as
results.117 The sponsor decides who the user of the account is, thus either the sponsor or the
investigator can enter this information by themselves. It is believed to be the same procedure
for the other Nordic countries as well.
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Both the Danish Ethical Review Board and the Competent Authority state that “If results cannot
be published in a scientific journal, they shall be made public elsewhere, for example on the
ClinicalTrials.gov or the EU CTR”.118;119

In Iceland, any practices from the research community for uploading summary results are
according to their approved research protocols. In order to seek new grants and submit new
grant proposals, the researchers in Iceland need to submit progress reports to the grant keeper.

Norway reports of common practices for the research community on uploading summary
results in the national CRIStin database. In Norway, research funders require at the end of a
study that a final report is submitted, and the requirements of commercial sponsors depend on
each sponsor individually. Also the competent authorities in Norway require annual status
updates and a final report of the study, while the RECs require only a final report. The latter
two are not publicly available.

Researchers receiving grants from the Swedish Research Council must either publish their
results in web-based journals with open access, or they must archive the article in an openly
searchable database immediately after, or within 6 months of its publication in a traditional
journal. Researchers with grants in educational sciences or humanities and social sciences will
have to publish parallel in an open access database within twelve months.120

8.1.6

The full protocol including statistical analysis plan

It is not common in the Nordic countries to upload a full study protocol to the registers. The
ClinicalTrials.gov, the EU-CTR, or the ISRCTN Register do not support files to be uploaded to
their registers.
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Denmark reports that for some international journals a full protocol can be attached to a
publication, as a file, and it is available as electronic additional material. Also, there is the
growing awareness of publishing a design article, i.e., the protocol in a digestible format, and
a detailed statistical analysis plan. These are not yet common practices within the other Nordic
countries.

Norway reports it is not possible to upload a full protocol or statistics analysis plan anywhere.
Only a summary of the protocol is possible to upload at ClinicalTrials.gov.

8.1.7

Level of help with registering study and results

Among the Nordic countries, clinical research organisations (CRO) give support for registration
but at a cost. For trials on medicinal products, the competent authorities help with EudraCT
applications and subsequent amendments to it, and also the reporting of summary results.
Sweden also reports that there are support units at the university hospitals which can help
investigators with trial registration.

In Finland, the university hospitals have good clinical practice units who will give help upon
request.

In Denmark, support can be given by local good clinical practice units as well as a few university
hospital-based research units.
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In Norway, at the local level, help can be given from applied clinical research departments.

In Iceland, there is help provided for registering summary results.

8.1.8

Updating and quality of registered information

The ClinicalTrials.gov, the EU CTR, and the ISRCTN Register check registered information to
see if it makes sense, for correctness and consistency, upon registration and during revisions.
There is no information whether there is a quality check on any reported summary data.
Sweden specifically reports that their competent authority does not quality check the register
files that arrive from sponsors, investigators, or CROs before registration. The EU-CTR is
updated when a trial is amended following approval of the competent authority (a substantial
amendment).

Generally, the response from the Nordic countries confirms that both updating and quality
control of registered information is sparsely, if at all exciting, within the academia. From the
Danish pharmaceutical industry, there is a statement, that records are “periodically updated”.

Sweden reports that requirements follow the International Community of Harmonization Good
Clinical Practice (ICH-GCP) guidelines, whereas in Norway, there is no quality check of
summary results uploaded to the national database CRIStin.
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In Iceland, the application forms for the Ethical Review Board are being standardised including
quality issues to provide some level of quality check, and all changes in research protocols
have to be filed with the Ethical Review Board.

8.1.9

Reuse of information from registries ― for what purposes?

In Sweden, new studies are checked whether they are already conducted or registered, so no
double registration will be performed. In Norway, the units are using information from registers
in order to account for the number of projects and doctoral degrees finalised during the year in
their units. In Finland, information from registries is used occasionally for monitoring and
planning of clinical research.

8.1.10 Governance of access to summary results
Generally, access to summary data in registries like ClinicalTrials.gov, the EU-CTR, and the
ISRCTN register is not governed, but publicly available.

According to Svensk Nationell Datatjänst (SND), the level of access depends on an agreement
between SND and the principal investigator. The Swedish Research Council has been
appointed by the government to develop national guidelines for Open Access.121 This
assignment encompasses both research results as well as the underpinning data from publicly
funded research. The outcome of the assignment will be reported in 2015. It is stated that these
guidelines will give the researchers incentives to deposit and make their data available for
others.
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8.2 National wishes and foreseeable problems regarding registration of protocols,
statistical analysis plans, and reporting of summary data

There are a few comments from Denmark and Sweden regarding ClinicalTrials.gov, stating
that it is not easy to use and could be more intuitively organised. Major flaws with
ClinicalTrals.gov are that the registered information is not as detailed as it should be. Also a
problem is that the database is not updated as it should be, and that study results are not
entered at the level that is required. Furthermore, a concern may exist as to the upload of data
into the custody of a non-European body, and in particular of individual participant data, even
if they are depersonalised or anonymised.

It is good that the obligation of compiling the EudraCT application for medicinal product trials
is now recognised as trial registration, but are the levels of information in the EU Clinical Trials
Register and ClinicalTrials.gov comparable? Denmark commented on the problematic situation
with the different level of details, depending on the type of intervention. One remark from
Denmark also targeted the peer-review process of journals. It could be improved, since there
is too little focus on transparency with regard to the initial aim and design of the trials.

Iceland stresses that the possibilities for uploading full protocols and full statistical analysis
plans could be made much better. Furthermore, there is a need for better co-operation and
organisation regarding transparency, and including co-operation with other countries.

Reporting from Finland states that measures should be taken to:
i.

increase researchers’ awareness of the registration requirements;
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improve the quality of study registration by providing guidance and technical help to
researchers by institutional GCP units;

iii.

improve the quality and comprehensiveness of public registration by institutional control
of the fulfilment of the registration obligation; currently, registration is far from ideal in
terms of data quality and study progress and study results are seldom entered; public
registration to the full extent required by international standards should enter the
researchers’ code of conduct, and failure to register should be considered a breach of
research integrity;

iv.

increase the awareness of the general public, the press and funding agencies of the
registers, and promote their use as sources of information; remove the legal obstacles
of more comprehensive public registration than is now the norm.

Concerns were expressed from Finland that one should not:
i.

go beyond the internationally agreed standards in trial registration and start requiring
more than the ICMJE, funding agencies such as the NIH and some other important
funding agencies (Howard Hughes, Wellcome Trust, etc.), drug regulatory agencies
and the WMA do; this would hamper our researchers’ competitiveness and international
collaboration;

ii.

come up with requirements that would hurt the Nordic pharma industry or Nordic clinical
CROs or clinical researchers performing commercial clinical trials by setting standards
that are different from the EU and US pharma industry requirements;

iii.

or establish a Nordic register, but instead, be active in the further development of a
common European register.

Norway did not report on this topic.
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Consequently, there is a need for ‘better’ transparency, data need to be comprehensive,
correct, easy to handle, and interpreted and reused correctly by others.

8.3 Status of Open Access

In 2014, the Swedish Research Council worked out a proposal for Open Access guidelines
for scientific publications/artistic works and research data. The proposal, which also contains
recommendations on what needs to be further investigated, was submitted to the
Government on 15 January 2015. Following feedback from the Ministry of Education, the
Swedish Research Council continues to work with the national guidelines.

In Denmark, the Ministry of Higher Education and Science announced in July 2014 a national
strategy for Open Access, with a vision to create 100% free access to all research articles
from Danish research institutions financed by public or private means by 2022. This can be
considered a somewhat low ambition level because of the long transition period.

Denmark speaks of Open Science and promotes open access to peer-reviewed scientific
articles and open access to research data; however, no policy on Open Access to data exists
yet. There are initiatives from research library communities122 and universities123 and there
are requirement for Grantees form The Research Council for Independent Research to hand
over datasets to the Danish National Archive. The 2013 report of the Danish electronic
research library informs that Danish research councils and universities welcome in general
data sharing and a national solution to accommodate the data sharing, and also recognises
the need for legal clarification concerning access to data.122
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We sent letters to national patient organisations, the national medical associations and the
national industry associations (pharmaceutical, biotechnology and medical devices) to seek a
dialog on the way forward with transparency and trial registration.

Both the Danish Medical Association and the Danish Association of the Pharmaceutical
Industry responded very positively and supportively, and stress that the topic is already on
their agendas. The Danish Medical Association policy paper further stresses the necessity for
sharing data, and their joint statement with the Danish Association of the Pharmaceutical
Industry encourages their members to live up to both ethical and legal requirements to
ensure registration and transparency regarding clinical trials as well as non-intervention
studies.

In Finland, unofficial personal discussions were carried out with representatives of the Finnish
Medical Association and some patient organisations. There were no reservations to the
proposed principles of increased transparency and trial registration, as long as confidentiality
of trial participants is maintained. In discussions with pharmaceutical industry
representatives, a concern was expressed that the Nordic countries should not pose
additional requirements on data sharing compared to the rest of the world. Such added
demands could reduce the attractiveness of the region in global multi-centre trials, as trial
protocols and data management and data sharing policies are written to pertain to the entire
trial, and any special requirements posed by individual countries may not be possible to take
into account.

In Iceland the dialog with the patient organisations is in its early stages but there is an indirect
measure of patient group content, as shown by the willingness to participate in research and
often very close interaction by patients and patient groups with researchers and their
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institutions. There are plans to formalise those interactions under the lead of the Bioethics
Committee. The same can indeed be said about the pharmaceutical companies and the
associations of the health-care professionals.

In Norway, letters were send to a number of different bodies engaged in medical research.
The Research Council of Norway is the only who responded and states that they consider
implementing transparency requirements in their contracts with researchers, they would like
suggestions from NTA how to word such requirements in the contracts.

The Swedish Society of Medicine responded positively and supportive and points out that this
is an important question.

8.4 Current national procedures for public upload of depersonalised or anonymised
individual participant data after the report of the trial

In general, there are no specific policies in the Nordic countries regarding upload of
depersonalised individual participant data after the report of the study, regardless whether it is
an interventional or non-interventional study. This type of data can generate secondary
analyses, outside the primary target for data collection and also confirmatory analyses on the
primary target using different or alternative analysis methods. Moreover, such data can become
essential for systematic reviews with meta-analyses.

In Sweden, there is a commission from the Government to the Swedish Research Council to
develop and manage a database over grant-funded research in Sweden (2012-02-09). This is
in co-operation with Svensk Nationell Datatjänst (SND).124 The goal is to take care of collected
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data in the best possible way and to provide the possibility for other researchers to use these
data and avoid double work. The Swedish Research Council has been appointed by the
government to develop national guidelines for Open Access. This assignment encompasses
both research results as well as the underlying raw data from publicly funded research. The
outcome of the assignment will be reported in 2015. It is stated that these guidelines will give
researchers incentives for data deposition and will make their data available to others. The
Data Inspection Board has determined that SND does not have the right to maintain registers
containing identifiable personal data, i.e., such formats where the code key is still retained by
someone. This represents a serious limitation of SND's activities.125

The Danish Code of Conduct for Research Integrity,112 published in November 2014, states:

“Data and primary material should be retained, stored and managed in a way that makes them
available for use by other researchers. Access should be allowed to the stored primary
materials and data, except when this is in conflict with contractual legal obligations or current
regulations on for example ethical, confidentiality or privacy matters or intellectual property
rights.” Although the publication is from 2014, the recommendations already seem outdated.

The Finnish Advisory Board on Research Integrity, in its most recent guideline “Responsible
conduct of research and procedures for handling allegations of misconduct in Finland (2012),
states: ”The researcher complies with the standards set for scientific knowledge in planning
and conducting the research, in reporting the research results and in recording the data
obtained during the research.”111

8.4.1

Registries/data repositories in the Nordics available for individual participant data
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Sweden has reported of an open data archive under development, administered by the SND,
a support organisation for Swedish research within the humanities, social science, medicine
and health.

In Denmark, the national data bank ― the Danish National Archive ― is dedicated to the
acquisition, preservation, and dissemination of machine-readable data created by researchers
from the social sciences and health sciences communities. This includes individual participantlevel data for long-term storage. In this way a researcher can deliver personal data, with the
code key, for indefinite storage by the national archive.

In Iceland, an effort is under ways to register, organise, and make useful connections
between the multiple databases already existing in the country; the health service databases,
the research databases, etc., without physically combining them or putting them under one
governance. This calls for tight regulations and use of a coding system as described earlier,
defined permission processes, and active surveillance.

Icelands new law on health research ethics also includes an article on broad consent for
retention of biological samples and data, stating in Article 19: ”Broad consent for retention of
materials for use in subsequent studies. Participants’ consent may be elicited to retain
biological samples and health data for subsequent use in designated scientific research in
the health sector. The Bioethics Committee or Health Research Ethics Committee states
conditions for the use of broad consent. The committee may also decide that a renewed
consent should be elicited, if it deems necessary.
Participants who have given broad consent under para. 1 shall have access to information
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on what research is being carried out by the principal investigator, institution or company.
Participants may refuse use of their materials in specified studies, in which case their use is
prohibited.
Biological samples retained under para. 1 shall be permanently stored in a biobank of
scientific samples for use under the provisions of the Biobanks and Health Databanks Act.
Health data retained under para. 1 shall be permanently stored in a health databank for use
under the provisions of the Biobanks and Health Databanks Act. Participants must be
informed of this.
The principal investigator of a study which deposits biological samples in a biobank, or other
health data in a health databank, makes an agreement with the management of the bank on
arrangements for access to materials for scientific research. It shall be ensured that the use
is covered by the participants’ consent under para. 1 and is consistent with the Data
Protection Act."

Furthermore, the initiative by EFPIA on a gateway for available clinical trial data is aimed at
advancing responsible clinical trial data sharing, and came into action on 1st January 2014.126
Applications for data are reviewed by independent review groups and the data are accessed
in a secure website where analysis takes place. The results of the analyses are then
downloaded, thus data are never released out of the secured environment. Simultaneous
access to data from several trials from different companies can be given, all depending on the
research question.

Norway, Finland, and Iceland have not reported on any type of national databases or archives
that are used or are under development that could facilitate the storage and re-use of individual
participant-level data.
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Governance of access to individual participant data

In all Nordic countries, personal data are governed by national laws. In Denmark, Sweden, and
Finland depersonalised or pseudonymised individual participant data are considered to be
personal data to which the EU data protection regulation applies, regardless of who holds the
key to such data.127 This is in contrast to other Member States (e.g., Austria, Germany, Greece,
Ireland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, the UK), in which depersonalised or
pseudonymised data are considered personal data for those holding the ‘key’ for identification,
but not for those not having access to this ‘key’.127

8.4.3

Requirements and common practices of storage, use, and quality checks of
individual participant data

Sweden reports, based on some interviews, that most scientists in the universities/hospitals
keep their collected participant-level data locally at the unit’s servers, not available to others.
According to SND, the options for access are depending on an agreement between the SND
and the principal investigator. The SND can support researchers in uploading of individual
participant data, and quality requirements are according to the ICH-GCP. Access to individual
participant data from Swedish pharmaceutical companies requires contact to the company.

The Danish National Archive is used very sparsely by Danish academics; they do not report
on re-usage of their stored data, but according to a personal communication, reuse was taking
place in 76 of 931 health studies in 2013. Data in the Danish National Archive are accompanied
by relevant metadata and also allow contact to the primary data provider to allow readability.
Access to data is via a request to the Danish National Archive, and if the intention is to publish
scientific or statistical results, then the owner of the data shall approve of the access.
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There is no information on quality check of data at submission. From the Danish
pharmaceutical companies (Leo Pharma, Novo Nordisk), researchers can apply for access to
anonymised individual participant data, first available after the clinical study report is listed on
the corporate website.

Iceland reports that requirements or possibilities for uploading individual participant data
(depersonalised) is only through permission by governing bodies (Bioethics Committee), and
as needed by an approved research protocol. Help with registering individual participant data
can be given at institutional, regional, or national levels. Quality checks of the individual
participant data are not performed.

Norway and Finland did not report on uploading of individual participant data.
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9. Recommendations for the Nordic countries
The Nordic countries’ contribution to the global knowledge pool is large, considering that only
about 26 million people live in the region. Looking at the number of publications on
randomised clinical trials and controlled clinical trials produced per million inhabitants from
1946 to 2005, the Nordic countries are leading (ranking 1, 2, 4, 7, and 13 out of all
countries).3 A recent report from Germany shows that studies from the Nordic countries used
in Health Technology Assessment evaluations led the ranking when population size (ranking
1-3, 6, and 9 out of 45 countries), gross domestic product (GDP)(ranking 1, 2, 5, 9, and 14
out of 45 countries), or health expenditure in billion US$ (ranking 1, 3, 5, 12, and 13 out of 45
countries) were accounted for.128 Data in this study were from 2006 to 2010. It was stressed
by the authors that regardless of the size of a contribution, all countries are dependent on
knowledge generated globally. This same pattern was a few years earlier also appearing
when contributions to studies used in Cochrane reviews were investigated.129 When adjusting
for population size, the Nordic countries were within the top 10 and when adjusting for
spending on research and development and the GDP, the Nordic countries were within the
top 15. This pattern was evident both when looking at studies within all specialities and only
complementary and alternative medicine studies. These data are striking as many rich
countries showed poorer contribution to the global medical knowledge pool compared to the
Nordic countries.
9.1 Prospective registration and reporting of clinical trials of all interventions

9.1.1

Registration

Registration serves to build knowledge and availability of ongoing research, to prevent
selective reporting and publication bias, and to prevent unnecessary duplication of research.
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We recommend to follow international guidelines and national requirements on trial
registration.



We recommend to register all clinical trials irrespective of the type of intervention,
phase, or disease or condition; we stress that trials of all phases, from phase I to
phase IV, should be registered; likewise, we recommend also to register noninterventional studies such as observational studies.



We stress that registration ought to be done before inclusion of the first participant.



We support retrospective registration and reporting of results in registries. The aim is
to bring forward all results and all data from all trials, which will show that the research
community is putting an effort to minimise waste and utilise past efforts in the best
possible way.



We recommend the use of ICMJE-suggested registries, i.e., the WHO’s primary
approved registries and the ClinicalTrials.gov. Registries are a good tool as they
categorise the information from the protocols, making the information searchable.
i.

Note: there are items in ClinicalTrials.gov that are optional, such as: study
start date, intervention model (single, parallel, cross over), number of arms
(intervention groups), masking, allocation, study classification (safety, efficacy,
bio-equivalence, etc.). Ross et al. concluded that without greater attention to
reporting of all data elements, the potential for ClinicalTrials.gov to address
selective publication of clinical trials will be limited.31

ii.

The ClinicalTrials.gov is preferred as it is accepting all trials and gives more
options of including free text as compared to the EU clinical trials register.



We recommend, in line with the Standard Protocol Items: Recommendations for
Interventional Trials (SPIRIT) guideline for protocols,130 expansion of the
acknowledged WHO 20 items of registration to also include
1. Monitoring plan.
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2. Statistical analysis plan (SAP).
3. Data management plan including open access policy for publication and data
(DMP).131
4. Safety reporting.
5. Conflicts of interest.
i.

The above additions can be fitted into the ClinicalTrials.gov record or files
uploaded separately to data repositories with a link to it in the trial registry.

ii.

Suggested expansion puts more pressure on the researcher to have these
topics in place before launch of a clinical trial. This is the way in which we can
rebuild trust of the public towards clinical research, a reassurement that the
existence and reporting of important safety, quality, and design features of all
trials are disclosed at their inception.

iii.

Considerations for SAP and DMP should be made a stronger requirement for
granting funding (e.g., by funding agencies) or demanded from the research
institution prior to launch, or by the data protection agencies for the DMP.

Table 4. Recommended trial registration data set

1. Primary registry and trial identifying number
2. Date of registration in primary registry
3. Secondary identifying numbers
4. Source(s) of monetary or material support
5. Primary sponsor
6. Secondary sponsor(s)
7. Contact for public queries
8. Contact for scientific queries
9. Public title
10. Scientific title
11. Countries of recruitment
12. Health condition(s) or problem(s) studied
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13. Intervention(s)
14. Key inclusion and exclusion criteria
15. Study type
16. Date of first enrollment
17. Target sample size
18. Recruitment status
19. Primary outcome(s)
20. Key secondary outcomes
21. Monitoring plan
22. Statistical analysis plan (SAP)
23. Data management plan (DMP) including open access policy for
publication and data.
24. Safety reporting.
25. Conflicts of interest.



Alongside the recommended expansion of the WHO 20 items into 25 items (Table 4),
we recommend also to upload the full trial protocol. The text of the full protocol
document is recommended to be uploaded at an electronic publicly accessible and
sustainable repository like ZENODO.
i.

A protocol upload to a repository will generate a DOI, for cross referencing and
can be done prior to launch of the clinical trial.

ii.

Later on, a protocol (or design) publication will generate a publication ID for
cross referencing but will most likely be published some time after enrolment
has been launched.



We recommend research institutions to be the gate keepers of such practices. i.e.,
research institutions need to include standard operating procedures detailing the
procedures to be followed in their institutional good clinical research practice guidelines.
By assuring that their research is properly registered, they can take advantage of such
registries in the recruitment of potential participants. If clinicians and potential
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participants are able to identify studies that are currently open to recruitment, there may
well be increased participation in trials.


Furthermore, we recommend a most effective way to ensure prospective registration of
all trials by making registration a condition for ethical approval. Accordingly, a failure to
comply with proper registration should be seen as a breach of a favourable pinion. This
condition of the favourable ethical opinion shall be monitored for compliance, and the
favourable opinion revoked if failure to register occurs. An example of such mechanism
is already in place in the NHS Health Research Authority in the UK.132

9.1.2

Summary results

Posting of a summary of study results serves to inform of the main results and outcomes
of the research as soon as possible and at least within a year after end of the study
(defined as last data collection point or visit of the last participant, or at a later point in
time as defined in the protocol). This is currently in the EU Regulation No 536/2014 on
medicinal products. Our recommendation is that the same procedures must cover all
clinical trials, irrespective of the intervention assessed.



We recommend to follow international guidelines and national requirements: main
outcomes shall always be reported to granting authorities within a year after the end
of the study.



We recommend main summary outcomes to be reported together with the entry of
registration.
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For a record on ClinicalTrials.gov subject to US law, posting of summary result
is a demand. Others using this registry for free should ‘pay’ to the global
community by also posting summary results.

ii.

For a record on the EU Clinical Trials register, posting of summary results by
the investigator is mandatory.



We recommend a harmonised legislation in the Nordic countries demanding posting
of summary results at the site of registration. The legislation should be developed in
close collaboration with all stakeholders. Its effectiveness must be secured by broad
anchoring within the research community. It has been shown that even if posting of
summary result for research under U.S. law is a demand, still there is not adequate
compliance, and still not after one email reminder.133
Note: For trials reported in both the EU ClinicalTrials register and the
ClinicalTrials.gov, results shall be entered in both places. We advocate that
such double registration should become less needed in the future by common
standards for transparency as well as linkage between registers.



We recommend stronger disincentives for not complying with requirements for results
reporting. Breaches should be put reported and managed by the bodies mandated to
handle cases of alleged fraud and misconduct in science, according to national
practice.
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Full report

Posting of full reports serves to inform in detail of the research methods and results of all prespecified outcomes. For academic research, this is usually the research results publication,
and is completed at the same time as the summary results become available (i.e., within a
year after the end of the study).


We recommend to follow international guidelines on the content of full reports. EMA
guidelines for full reports from industry-sponsored research134 and CONSORT
statements for publications.135



We recommend better compliance with the reporting according to the CONSORT
statement,135 and not to letting the specified journal dictate the content. Even for
CONSORT-endorsing journals, compliance with CONSORT is not optimal.136 Other
materials that cannot be covered in a specific journal article shall be uploaded as
supplementary data, either with the journal or in a repository, e.g., ZENODO.



Full clinical trial reports from the industry are extensive documents and the EMA must
protect the interests of patients and release all necessary information for a fair
assessment of the intervention. We recommend that full clinical trial reports and the
analysed data sets supporting the results (see section 9.2.1) are made available as a
minimum at the time of reporting.



Academic researchers must also live up to the same requirements, and put forward all
necessary information for a fair assessment of the intervention. We recommend that
the analysed data set supporting these results (see section 9.2.1) is made available in
an electronic publicly accessible and sustainable repository as a minimum at the time
of full reporting, e.g., in ZENODO.



We recommend parallel upload of additional gained summary results elsewhere (and
supporting source data or raw data, see section 9.2.1). For this purpose
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ClinicalTriasl.gov. can be used if the study is registered there, otherwise we
recommend that the analysed data set supporting these results is made available in
an electronic publically accessible and sustainable repository (see section 9.2.1), as a
minimum at the time of full reporting.
i.

Clinical trials are usually reported in scientific journals, regardless whether they
are from academia or industry, and due to styles, preferences, and space
restrictions and limitations, not all results may be reported. Perusing journal
publications for such information would be time-consuming and is not
productive.



Uploading additional data to registries is especially important for additional safety data
collected. Furthermore, it is vital for trials that are terminated early because these
trials do not generally become published in a journal.

9.2 Public upload of depersonalised (or anonymised) individual participant data after
the report of the trial
Public upload of depersonalised (or in exceptional cases anonymised) data serves to give
access to the data supporting the reported results and additionally to give access to all other
collected data that might not be part of a full report. Furthermore, this serves to generate
secondary analyses, and optimal use and reuse of collected resources.


We recommend to follow international guidelines and national requirements on the
topic.



We recommend upload of depersonalised individual participant data (i.e., the analysed
data set as well as essential source data or raw data) after the full report of the trial. For
this purpose electronic publicly accessible and sustainable repositories like Dryad,
Figshare and ZENODO are available, supporting data from all fields of science.
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Our recommendation is to use ZENODO (see Chapter 8); this platform is used
by the European Commission via the OpenAIRE pilot projects, and thus, it is
already a demand for Nordic research funded within Horizon 2020’s data pilot.

ii.

An upload of data to a repository will generate an ID/DOI, for cross referencing
to other public trial information.

iii.

Use of deposited data is acknowledged by referencing the ID/DOI of the data.

iv.

We recommend that any uploaded data shall be accompanied by crossreferences to registration information as well as other published material on that
research. Likewise, the registry for the research shall also contain a crossreference to the deposited data.

v.

We recommend strong incentives and reward systems, such as full academic
credit, for sharing data, using shared data, as well as giving feedback
regarding re-analysis of shared data.



We recommend following national requirements and practices for anonymisation and
management of data protection risks.



We recommend research institutions to be the gate keepers of the upload of the
analysed data sets as well as essential source data or raw data. Accordingly, such
institutions should establish standard operating procedures in their institutional good
clinical research practice guidelines. Thus, the institutions gain advantages by having
access to other collected data in a structured way.



We recommend the Nordic countries to set up a Nordic transparency council to become
a central, trusted public party for keeping the identification key for depersonalised data
sets. This Nordic transparency council can also be the place to apply for waivers to the
demand on uploading trial results within 12 months as well as the demand on uploading
depersonalised individual participant data. The Nordic transparency council is
suggested to contain three members per Nordic country, one representing academics,
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one industry, and one patient organisations. The cost for running the Nordic
transparency council could be covered by fees paid of those applying for waivers.


An implicit assumption is that data are machine-readable source data or raw data and
analysed data sets in a time-secured, reusable format.
i.

Note: Excel.xls is not a standard file format and does not assure compatibility
between versions. Plain text data (ASCII) and Open Document Format (.ods)
should be preferred.

ii.

Considerations shall be made by the researcher/research institution regarding
the quality of the collected data, the correctness of the metadata to allow
understanding and readability of the dataset, and that depersonalisation or
anonymisation is secured.



We recommend that participant consent for participation in a research study should
always include permission to upload of depersonalised individual participant data to an
electronic publicly accessible and sustainable repository. A suggested draft template
for participant information and consent regarding data sharing is shown in Appendix 2
and 3)



We suggest the national data protection agencies in collaboration with the ethical
committees to take action and strengthen their collaboration on this and jointly look
into the format and security needed for allowing research institutions to upload
depersonalised individual participant data.

9.3 Illustrations of the proposed processes
For studies on medicinal products, medical devices, and all other interventions (surgery;
physiotherapy;

nurse

interventions;

psychology;

psychiatry;

rehabilitation;

nutrition;

ergotherapy; etc.), the flow processes of transparency is illustrated at the four levels of
transparency as described in Chapter 3: Introduction to transparency.
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Figure 1a. Registration: knowledge that a clinical trial on one or more medicinal
product(s) is to be initiated.

The protocol is approved by an ethical review board (REC) and the competent authorities
(CA). The data protection assessment is mostly inherent in the ethical review and for some
countries, it consists only of a protocol summary and the data specific procedures. The
REC’s registers are usually not public.
The EudraCT application is a part of the application to the CA and contains selective parts
of the full protocol. The approved EudraCT application is publicly available in the EU Clinical
Trials Register (EU CTR) with an exception for phase I trials.
A study is registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (containing selective parts of a full protocol) prior
to any participants being included. The ClinicalTrials.gov does not support uploading of files,
only linking to files via web addresses (URLs). Thus, in addition, the full protocol text file is
uploaded to an electronic publically accessible and sustainable repository, and may contain
the monitoring plan, the statistical analysis plan (SAP), the data management plan including
open access policy for publication and data (DMP), the safety reporting, and the conflicts of
interest. The study shall cross-reference the EudraCT number, the NCT number (from
ClinicalTrials.gov), and the digital object identifier (DOI) number from the repository.
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Figure 1b. Registration: knowledge that a clinical trial on one or more medicinal
device(s) is to be initiated.

The protocol (Clinical Investigation plan) is approved by an ethical review board (REC) and
the device section of the competent authorities (CA). The data protection assessment is
mostly inherent in the ethical review and for some countries, it consists only of a protocol
summary and the data specific procedures. The REC’s registers are usually not public.
The EUDAMED application is a part of the application to the CA and contains selective parts
of the full protocol. The EUDAMED is usually not publicly available.
A study is publicly registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (containing selective parts of a full
protocol) prior to any participants being included. The ClinicalTrials.gov do not support
uploading of files, only linking to files via web dresses (URLs). Thus, in addition, the full
protocol text file is uploaded to an electronic publically accessible and sustainable
repository, and may contain the monitoring plan, the statistical analysis plan (SAP), the data
management plan including open access policy for publication and data (DMP), the safety
reporting, and, the conflicts of interest. The study shall cross-reference the EUDAMED CIVID number (if known), the NCT number (from ClinicalTrials.gov), and the digital object
identifier (DOI) number from the repository.
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Figure 1c. Registration: knowledge that a clinical trial on one or more other
intervention(s) than medical products or devices is to be initiated.

The protocol is approved by an ethical review board (REC). The data protection assessment
is mostly inherent in the ethical review and for some countries, it consists only of a protocol
summary and the data specific procedures. The RECs registers are usually not public.
A study is publicly registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (containing selective parts of a full
protocol) prior to any participants being included. The ClinicalTrials.gov do not support
uploading of files, only linking to files via web dresses (URLs). Thus, in addition, the full
protocol text file is uploaded to an electronic publically accessible and sustainable repository
and may contain the monitoring plan, the statistical analysis plan (SAP), the data
management plan including open access policy for publication and data (DMP), the safety
reporting, and, the conflicts of interest. The study shall cross-reference the NCT number
(from ClinicalTrials.gov) and the digital object identifier (DOI) number from the repository.
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Figure 2a. Summary results: a brief summary of a medicinal product clinical trial’s
main results.

Summary results are reported to the ethical review board (REC) and the competent
authorities (CA) as a minimum one year after the end of the study (last participant last visit).
The REC’s registers are usually not public. Main summary results are displayed in the EU
Clinical Trials Register (EU CTR), with an exception for phase I trials.
Additionally, main summary results are entered into ClinicalTrials.gov (as summarised in
tables), as the ClinicalTrials.gov does not support uploading of files.
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Figure 2b. Summary results: a brief summary of a medical device clinical trial’s main
results.

Summary results are reported to the ethical review board (REC) and the competent
authorities (CA) as a minimum one year after the end of the study (last participant last
visit). The RECs registers are usually not public. The EUDAMED register is usually not
publicly available

Additionally, main summary results are entered into ClinicalTrials.gov (as summarised in
tables), as the ClinicalTrials.gov does not support uploading of files.
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Figure 2c. Summary results: a brief summary of a clinical trial’s main results
assessing all other interventions than medicinal products and medical devices.

Summary results are reported to the ethical review board (REC) as a minimum one year
after the end of the study (last participant last visit). The RECs registers are usually not
public.
Additionally, main summary results are entered into ClinicalTrials.gov (as summarised in
tables), as the ClinicalTrials.gov does not support uploading of files.
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Figure 3a. Full report: full details about a medicinal product clinical trial’s methods and
outcomes.

The full report is typically a journal publication for academic studies and a journal publication
and the Clinical Study Report (CSR) for industry studies. A journal publication is usually
reported as a minimum one year after end of study (last participant last follow up). The full
report is reported to the competent authorities (CA), and the ethical review board (REC);
however the REC usually suffice with an abbreviated CSR. The RECs registers are usually
not public. The EU Clinical Trials Register (EU CTR) supports displaying of text files with an
exception for phase I trial studies. Full CSRs are usually available on request. A journal
publication is made publicly available by publishing in a scientific journal.
Additional results that are not part of the main report are entered into ClinicalTrials.gov (as
summarised in tables), as a minimum at the time of the full reporting has been undertaken.
The ClinicalTrials.gov does not support uploading of files, only linking to files via web
addresses (URLs). Thus, in addition, the full report text file is uploaded to an electronic
publically accessible and sustainable repository. The study shall cross-reference the
EudraCT number, the NCT number (from ClinicalTrials.gov), the DOI number from the
repository, and the journal ID number.
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Figure 3b. Full report: full details about a medical device clinical trial’s methods and
outcomes.

The full report is typically a journal publication for academic studies and a journal
publication and the Clinical Study Report (CSR) for industry studies. A journal publication
is usually reported as a minimum one year after the end of the study (last participant last
visit). The full report is reported to the competent authorities (CA), and the ethical review
board (REC); however the REC usually suffice with an abbreviated CSR. The RECs
registers are usually not public. Full CSRs are usually available on request. A journal
publication is made publicly available by publishing in a scientific journal.
Additional results not part of the main summary results are entered into ClinicalTrials.gov
(as summarised in tables), as a minimum at the time of the full reporting has been
undertaken. The ClinicalTrials.gov does not support uploading of files, only linking to files
via web addresses (URLs). Thus, in addition, the full report text file is uploaded to an
electronic publically accessible and sustainable repository. The study shall crossreference the EUDAMED CIV-ID number (if known), the NCT number (from
ClinicalTrials.gov), the DOI number from the repository, and the journal ID number.
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Figure 3c. Full report: full details about a clinical trial’s methods and outcomes
assessing other interventions than medicinal products and medical devices.

The full report is typically a journal publication for academic studies and is reported to the
ethical review board (REC). A journal publication is usually reported as a minimum one
year after the end of the study (last participant last visit). The REC’s registers are usually
not public. A journal publication is made publicly available by publishing in a scientific
journal.
Additional results not part of the main summary results are entered into ClinicalTrials.gov
(as summarised in tables) as a minimum at the time of the full reporting has been
undertaken. The ClinicalTrials.gov does not support uploading of files, only linking to files
via web addresses (URLs). Thus, in addition, the full report text file is uploaded to an
electronic publically accessible and sustainable repository. The study shall crossreference the NCT number (from ClinicalTrials.gov), the DOI number from the repository,
and the journal ID number.
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Figure 4. Data: individual depersonalised individual participant data from clinical trials
assessing medicinal products, medical devices, and all other interventions.

The depersonalised individual participant data (i.e., the analysed data set as well as
essential source or raw data) of a clinical study are uploaded onto an electronic publicly
accessible and sustainable repository, after the summary reporting or the full reporting has
been done. The study shall cross-reference the DOI number with any prior identification
numbers (EudraCT number, NCT number, DOI number, and journal ID number).
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9.4 Harmonised legislation in the Nordic countries controlling the registration and
transparency process
We recommend that the Nordic countries in collaboration or as individual nations introduce
harmonised legislation which can govern the suggested steps of registration and securing
transparency for both investigator-initiated and industry-initiated clinical research. Such
legislation should give precise guidelines for proper conduct and introduce appropriately
severe sanctions in case the legislation is not strictly followed. All experience until now shows
that too few follow the present guidelines for registration and transparency and those who make
attempts to follow the present guidelines make too many mistakes in their registration. Such
legislation should declare unauthorised attempts to identify persons from depersonalised (or
deidentified or pseudonymised) data or anonymised data an unlawfull act and implement
adequate punishments. The legislation should be developed in close collaboration with all
stakeholders. The new legislation could be an inspiration for the rest of the world’s countries to
introduce similar legislation.
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10. Future aspects
There are hurdles to clear in order to develop an effective data-sharing culture. We propose,
in line with the IOM report, to modify and supplement trial registries to accommodate better
transparency and store and share trial data in a responsible and useful manner. Aside the
technical matters, we urge a change in how we think about data. They are not one’s personal
property but should be viewed as a gift to the research community and, therefore, we have a
responsibility to make use of this gift and turn it into profits for the giver, the trial participant.
This profit should materialise as better knowledge and better interventions for diagnosis,
prevention, treatment, and care.
One challenge is the task of minimising duplicate entries both within and across trial registers
and data repositories. The WHO and other major registers around the world are working
together in order to share experience and technical expertise to ensure that these challenges
can be overcome. The aim is to facilitate a system whereby anyone looking for trials related
to a certain condition can access a one-stop search portal which will look within and across
registers and provide a shortlist of potential trials and their details within seconds.
Furthermore, the process of structuring trial information and data to fit a long-term global
perspective is a huge task, and the value of the information and data depend on its
timeliness.
As stated in our report, we find the initiatives taken by parts of the industry as very valuable
steps forward. However, the whole governing structure does not seem to fulfil the requests
for transparency and may therefore not provide the necessary trust. Building trust in clinical
research has been a goal for us. We wish to make the Nordic region a frontrunner in reestablishing peoples’ trust in clinical research. By creating harmonised laws for registration
and transparency, the Nordic region could regain a leading position in ethical conduct of
clinical research. In the future, when there is a new treatment, one should ask: are any of the
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clinical trials from the Nordic region? How large a proportion of the clinical trials is from the
Nordic region? Did the Nordic clinical trials find the same intervention effects for benefits and
harms as the clinical trials from other parts of the world? Through conduct of ethical clinical
research, the Nordic region may regain its attractiveness to the global health industries.
We have written the present report with a focus on clinical trials assessing preventive and
therapeutic interventions as well as diagnostic studies.137 However, we want that similar
approaches should be used for all clinical research including prognostic studies and
observational studies. It is through clear planning of studies with transparent reporting of all
phases that we will increase our understanding of diseases and of how to diagnose, prevent,
and treat them.138-144
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11. Appendices
11.1 Appendix 1 – Project Plan for the Nordic Trial Alliance Working Group 6 on
Transparency and Registration
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11.2 Appendix 2 – Examples to participant information and consent regarding data
sharing

A. Template examples from Iceland
Your participation and contribution to this study includes that you: ......
- Permit, if found necessary, that you will be contacted again for requesting further
information or to invite you to participate in another study. This might be done with
reference to whole genome sequencing or other outcomes from your samples or
information you have given in this study. This might imply that you will be informed about
certain results concerning your person. Up front it is not possible to assess what impact
these results might have for you, but you will be informed with reference to understanding
and knowledge following from the general results of the study.
.......
By participating in this study you authorize the researchers to inform you about your
personal outcomes in the study. This entails that you accept that test results, data from
measurements or other information emerging from this study will be linked to your name
and brought to your attention.

B. Template example from Norway
Releasing material and data to other parties
If you agree to participate in the study, you also consent to samples and non-identifiable
data being released to [Insert the agency and country. If non-identifiable data are to be
sent to countries outside the EU/EEA, a detailed explanation must be provided if the
country has a differing policy on data privacy and if this might have consequences for the
participant’s data privacy].
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11.3 Appendix 3 – Proposal for explanation on transparent data handling in clinical
trials

This is a proposal from the Working Group for explanation on transparent data handling
in clinical trials suggested to be included in the written and verbal informed consent
material.

Participation and contribution to this study includes that you consent to/ permit the
depersonalised data set from the study is made publicly available for secondary analyses
and for future use.

After completion of the study as described above, the data you have provided for the
study will be depersonalised (pseudonymised) according to best available practices
[insert name of reference document/institution used for the depersonalisation process]. In
practice this means you cannot be identified through the data alone, and that all data will
look like anonymised data. The data will be stored in a public repository for future use so
that other researchers can use the data for reanalyses of the trial results and for inclusion
into individual patient data meta-analyses. If it will be necessary for important scientific
reasons in the future to identify you as the data donor, a key making this process possible
will be kept in a secure national data bank [name the custodian]. Combination of the
depersonalised data with the key can only occur after renewed assessment and approval
from the appropriate ethics committee. These steps are taken to maximally secure your
data safety and public safety.
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